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Preface
Up until my junior year of college, writing was always something I had to
do; it was never a passion of mine. I never felt creative enough to write or had
much confidence in my writing skills. So you can imagine my surprise when I
was actually accepted into a writing program. While I always managed to
perform well in writing classes, science and math classes were my passion.
Towards the end of my undergraduate career, I noticed that I had started to take
writing classes as elective classes, just to have a change of scenery from the
science building. I soon turned to writing for a creative outlet – as a way to add a
splash of color to the back and white world in which I coexisted with physics. I
then enrolled in writing-based physics and math classes, where I realized that I
did in fact enjoy writing, so long as I was writing about things that interested me,
such as scientific and technical subjects.
I spent my senior year figuring out how I could pair writing with science
in the form of a lucrative job. One day, I walked by a poster for the Scientific
Technical Writing program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. That
was it! Technical writing … that is what I wanted to do. And so the job hunt
began. After searching for a position as a scientific technical writer, I was hired
for a job as the technical writer for a software development company and started
four weeks after graduation. The writing position did not involve physics, but it
was certainly technical writing. And more importantly, it was a job.
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I was hired for this job having taken only a handful of writing classes and
no technical writing experience. But I had a solid technical foundation. I must
have impressed the hiring staff somehow during the interview, but thanked my
lucky stars regardless because the company took a huge risk by hiring me. There
were pros and cons to being the company’s first and only technical writer. On one
hand, I had the freedom to build the technical writing department as I pleased and
to create my own writing standard, style, and deliverables. On the other hand, I
had no guidance, no examples to follow, no direction on how to be a technical
writer, and no idea how I would figure out this job or where even to start. My job
task was described to me as “create product documentation” – that was it. Easier
said than done.
Within my first few months on the job, I tried to learn about my position. I
had to teach myself not only how to be a technical writer, but a writer for a
software development company, in addition to brushing up on my writing and
editing skills (and not to mention, learning about the products for which I was
documenting). With no resources on staff to lean on, I relied on my researching
skills to find books to teach me the skill set I needed to succeed in this job. I had a
difficult time finding texts dedicated to technical writing for a software
development company. I mostly found books about writing processes, which were
not useful to me because I was not aware of what a “writing process” was or that
it was applicable to my job as a technical writer. To have a book that taught me
the basic skills to be a successful technical writer for a software company would
have been very helpful. If only there was such a resource.
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Despite the struggle I had in my job during the first year, I really enjoyed
being a technical writer. I always knew I would eventually go back to school to
pursue a graduate degree, but I did not know what I wanted to go to school for. If
anything, now that I was writing in the IT industry, I imagined I would return to
school to earn an advanced degree in computer science. Since I was hired by a
successful software development company as a writer with no writing experience
or writing education, I did not think a writing education was required to be a
technical writer. Helpful – of course, but required, no. After gaining about a year
and a half of work experience, I realized how wrong I was about the skills
required to be a technical writer. If I wanted to pursue a career as a technical
writer, my writing practices had to be up to par with my technical skills. Now was
time to go back to school.
I chose the Master of Arts in Professional Writing (MAPW) program at
Kennesaw State University (KSU) instead of a program solely dedicated to
technical writing because the MAPW program was advertised as producing wellrounded writers, not strictly technical writers. While I love being a technical
writer, my passion may change, just as it has shifted from physics to writing. With
a degree limiting me to a specified field of writing, my fear was that I would be
confined to write in a technical industry. I entered the program on the Applied
Writing track to learn more about technical writing. My goal within the MAPW
program was to learn the skills necessary to be a successful technical writer so I
could be better at my job, and in the event I ever left my job, to have the
credentials to be hired for another technical writing position, perhaps even outside
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the IT industry. I knew my writing skills could use a little brush-up, but that was
not the primary reason I entered the writing program; I wanted to learn how to be
a technical writer. However, within my first semester, I quickly came to the
disappointing realization that my writing mechanics were not up to par. How did I
manage to get into the MAPW program when my basic editing and writing skills
(in my opinion) were not at the graduate level? After considering dropping out of
the program, I realized that I was going to have to work a little harder than
everyone else.
Throughout my years working for a software development company, I
learned a lot about the industry. I learned that many software development
companies do not have technical writers or do not have individuals on staff
dedicated to documentation. Many developers are tasked with documenting the
products they have built, which leaves the documentation of each product to its
own standard and writing style. Before beginning classes in the MAPW program,
my mentality was aligned with that of many software companies – anyone can be
a technical writer as long as he or she knows the technical side. If my technical
skills were equal to or superseded my writing skills, I would be successful at
technical writing. After all, anyone can write, right? The writing skills I gained in
high school got me into and through undergraduate school – how bad could they
be?
Throughout the MAPW program, I applied as many of my new skills to
my job as I could. My practical experience as a writer juxtaposed with my
education gave me great confidence as a writer and showed me the importance of
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having a technical writer as an integral part of any software development team.
When the time came to develop a capstone topic, the idea to write a textbook on
technical writing for a software development company came very quickly to me. I
wanted to use the culmination of my career in the MAPW program as an
opportunity to document what I have learned from the program paired with my
knowledge in the field. The goal with my capstone project is to provide a
powerful resource to aspiring technical writers working for a software
development company and to developers who document their own products. I
wanted to write the book I could have used when I first became a technical writer.
While researching for my capstone project, I found limited resources on
technical writing in software development companies. Reflecting upon the great
need for technical writers in software development companies and learning that
no one has published the thoughts and experiences in a textbook validated that my
capstone project could fill a great void.
I had the desire and the motivation to create a text that, had such a text
existed two years ago, would have been immensely useful to me when I entered
the technical writing profession. I also had the beginnings of such a text already
written. During Dr. Mary Lou Odom’s class Understanding Writing as a Process,
I completed an assignment – “create a project about the writing process” – by
writing the first chapter of a hypothetical technical writing textbook. The chapter
provided an overview of deliverables and communication processes and dove
deep into the writing process, more specifically, the process for technical writing.
This 20-page chapter would serve as the starting point for my capstone project.
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After weeks upon weeks of researching, I stumbled upon two books that
catered to my exact needs, both written by the same author. Michael Bremer’s
UnTechnical Writing teaches the mechanics of writing about technical subjects
for non-technical audiences, while his The User Manual Manual discusses how to
research, write, and edit software manuals. While these books were written ten
years ago, they still provided great value and validated that what I was writing
about was useful to the field. However, since technology has exponentially grown
over the last ten years, these books are already outdated. My capstone would be
aligned with Bremer’s books but would discuss how the latest documentation
trends, such writing quick reference guides and tailoring a document to audiences
of various technical levels, and the most recent communication processes, such as
Instant Messenger services and WIKIs, impact and shape the writing process used
by today’s technical writers.
I spent several weeks sifting through textbooks on product and process
and on technical communication. Since I am relatively new to the technical
writing profession, my experience level is minimal and narrow. I needed to
vicariously gain experience through veteran technical writers. I then looked for
recent scholarly articles written in well-known technical communication journals,
such as Technical Communication and Technical Communication Quarterly. I
found a lot of work written by active technical writers that gave me a good
perspective of current practices and methodologies. While these journals
contained great ideas for my capstone, I wanted more recent information – work
produced by technical writers within the last few months or even days. Recalling
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a paper I wrote on the latest trend in teaching writing – academic blogging – I
decided to research blogs in order to learn about current technical writing trends
and practices. Throughout my capstone research and writing process, I began
following select technical communication blogs, such as I’d Rather Be Writing
(http://www.idratherbewriting.com/) and The Creative Tech Writer
(http://www.creativetechwriter.com/). Through these bloggers, who were
dedicated to documenting their experiences as technical writers, I learned a lot
about what other industries do and what makes writers in the computer software
industry unique. In addition, I learned strategies and practices being used in the
field today and practices that technical writers no longer use.
While researching for this capstone, I discovered a lot of my self-taught
technical writing practices were on target. But I also discovered that some
practices and methodologies I developed were not exactly in line with industry
standards. For obvious reasons, I did not want to write about things I knew I was
doing incorrectly. However, there were deliverables, communication processes,
and elements to the technical writing process that I knew were important to
include but I had no experience or knowledge of (other than what I had
researched). In the technical communication blogs I followed, I noticed common
trends that made me believe the elements I had not previously considered added
great value to the profession of technical writing. These foreign elements included
deliverables I have never produced (for example, quick reference guides) and
practices of which I was aware, but did not fully understand the importance (such
as writing for multiple audiences). In the end, I decided that despite my lack of
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ethos that prevented me from accurately writing and instructing about something
for which I have no experience, I decided to include these elements into my
textbook anyway.
What I lacked in ethos I made up for in determination and confidence.
Because there was no existing documentation when I was hired, I had taught
myself the fundamentals of technical writing, how to write for a software
development company, how to produce deliverables useful to my target
audiences, and how to teach myself about each software product. I viewed
learning these important attributes to technical writing as another chance to teach
myself – and others – something new. In my textbook I wanted to paint a wellbalanced and accurate picture that represented working as a technical writer in a
software development company. This complete picture would in turn enhance my
document and enable the textbook to be useful to a wider range of audiences.
As I began drafting my capstone, I continued researching to find
additional information to further enhance my textbook. I used the researched
material and my practical experience to create an outline of each chapter. In my
capstone proposal, I mapped out the contents of each chapter on a high level.
During the drafting phase of the writing process, I added details, such as subheadings and quotes. My next step was to extract reusable information from the
textbook chapter I had written for Dr. Odom’s course. I then continued through
the outline and researched sources to draft each chapter. I began drafting the
chapter that was the easiest for me to write (Chapter 4: Deliverables) and finished
with the most difficult (Chapter 2: Ethics).
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Because the field of technical writing is broad, narrowing the scope of my
capstone project to writing for software development companies was not enough
of a focus. Keying in on a specific audience helped determine what information to
include, and more importantly, what information to exclude from my textbook.
Since the audience of the textbook is writers with technical backgrounds, I wanted
to explain the fundamentals of the writing process, which is an element most
technical writing books omit. I also decided to exclude a lot of technical
information about software development because I assumed this is information
the audience already knows.
Many articles I referenced in my textbook, such as Shaun Slattery’s
“Technical Writing as Textual Coordination: An Argument for the Value of
Writer’s Skills with Information Technology” and Matthew Friedman’s
“Advances Useless without Knowledge: As Computer Software and Hardware
Gets Increasingly Complex, Companies are Becoming More Aware of the
Importance of Technical Communicators,” have a similar trend to each other.
These articles were written to justify the need and the importance of technical
writers, not only within the software industry, but as a profession. As a technical
writer currently working in the field, I am aware of the value my work brings to
the company.
Articles like these brought insight on the skill set required by technical
writers. In justifying the importance for every software development company to
have a writer dedicated to documenting products, these articles discuss the traits
and characteristics someone in a technical writing role should have. Slattery
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summarizes the skill set for writers in the IT field well in his Technical
Communication article. He states that technical writers who work for software
development companies:
Must be broad thinkers who can visualize projects before they’re
developed and see connections between seemingly unrelated
material . . . They must move easily among genres . . . and media.
They must be comfortable designing interfaces and interaction . . .
have a good “eye” for the visual look of a communication product
and a good “ear” for its verbal tone (Slattery 353).
I wanted to convey the importance of this duel skill set Slattery and many
other writers mention. Technical writers must encompass all that is described in
the job title – these individuals must be as technically inclined as they are solid
writers. As I wrote my capstone, I wanted to express that the audience of the
textbook should have both skill sets. The future of the technical writing profession
depends on writers who have backgrounds (education and/or experience) in
writing as well as in a technical field. This concept, which I unfortunately learned
the hard way, is very important in order for a person to be a well-rounded
technical writer.
Composing a technical writing textbook targeted towards writers aspiring
to work for a computer software company and towards working technicians has
been a great culmination to my years in the MAPW program at KSU. I enrolled in
the program to learn more about technical writing, to be able to apply my
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education to my current job as a writer, and to grow professionally. I love what I
do for work, and after concluding the MAPW program with this capstone project
and learning more about writing for the software industry, I love my job even
more. Completing my capstone project opened my eyes to what I have been doing
correctly and what practices, deliverables, and methodologies of technical writing
I need to modify in order to grow professionally.
If I had time to expand on my project or if I decided to eventually publish
the textbook, there are a few elements I would change. While reading about how
to perform a task is a fine base to learning, most people learn best by doing or by
looking at examples. You can read one hundred books on how to play baseball.
But until you watch someone play and throw a ball or swing a bat yourself, you
have not fully learned America’s favorite pastime. The same methodology applies
to technical writing. Therefore, I would incorporate exercises as well as additional
real-world examples into the textbook. The exercises would encourage the reader
to practice writing for different audiences, narrowing the scope of a deliverable,
and pulling information from other sources to aid in the writing process. For
examples of deliverables I would include entire documents to provide the reader
with finished products. Examples of entire deliverables would be very valuable to
the textbook because many software company CEOs do not permit the
distribution of software documentation without the purchase of the software,
which often makes finding concrete examples of technical writing deliverables a
challenge.
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I entered the MAPW program with the desire to learn about technical
writing and with the assumption that the writing skills I learned in high school and
in college would suffice for the technical writing career I yearned for. This
program taught me not just about technical writing, but about writing and the
writing process. I exit the program as a more balanced writer than I ever
anticipated.
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Chapter Objectives
The following are objectives of this chapter:
To outline the skill set required to be a successful technical writer.
To illustrate the history of the technical writing profession in order to
understand how exponentially the profession has grown.
To identify a technical writer’s role in a software development company.
To access the process and product relationship and evaluate the
significance of each component.
To summarize the writing process used to create technical
documentation.
To enumerate the most popular deliverables produced by technical
writers in the IT industry.

This textbook is designed for the technically literate technical writer within computer
software and information technology (IT) companies. In the most ideal situation, a
software development company has a team of writers, a team of editors, and a team of
usability testers for its product and training documentation. In a less than ideal
situation, the company has a team of writers and editors to create its product and
training documentation. However, in a more typical situation, software development
companies may not have any writers who are dedicated to produce documentation or
may have a single writer who is also the editor. The writer in this realistic situation is the
audience for which this textbook is targeted.
This chapter provides an overview of the technical writing field as well as how technical
writers are utilized by software development companies. An important element to being
a technical writer in a software development environment is knowing the value of your
work. Documentation is important because it provides clients with the information they
need in order to make decisions that are important to the business, such as buying a
piece of software, upgrading to the most recent version, or learning how to use the
software. An uncomfortable reality is that documentation is not nearly as important in
the eyes of the developers and other subject matter experts – it is almost always put at
the bottom of the priority list and viewed as an “extra,” not a “necessary,” element to
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the software. This reality is unfortunate because technical writers are dependent on
developers and other subject matter experts for content.

A Technical Writer’s Skill Set
The skill set of a successful technical writer is extensive because technical writers are
not just writers – they are designers, mediators, trainers, and technicians. The skill set
outlined in this chapter will help you to get hired as a technical writer as well as be
evaluated and be promoted within your current position.
Writing and Editing
Editing Skills – Have excellent editing skills and, if possible, have editing
experience as well. Technical writers are known for being meticulous and
detailed-oriented, not only with the content of their deliverables, but also with
the mechanics of the prose.
Technical Writing Skills – Have technical writing experience and/or a
writing/technical writing education. Writing technical prose is a key skill to have.
Instructional Writing Skills – Be aware of how to write clear and direct
instructions that guide the reader through a process. Writing instructions can be
an easy task, but writing poor instructions is an even easier task.
Technical
Programming Concepts – Learn basic programming concepts. A technical
background may not be required, but a strong interest and ability to understand
technical concepts is a necessity. In order to write about technical material,
writers must be able to “wrap their brains” around the concepts. Technical
writers must know the basic concepts of programming and computers, such as
database components, server connections, etc.
Software Knowledge – Be fluent with as many types of document and design
programs as possible. With an array of document and design programs
available, software companies have many choices of preferred programs. Each
company you work for may use a different program. The following is a good set
of software tools to know:
o Microsoft Office, including Word, Visio, PowerPoint, Publisher, and
Excel
o InDesign
o Acrobat
o Project Management Software, such as MadCap Flair, Doc-To-Help, and
Adobe FrameMaker
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Design
If the company does not have a designer or production manager, the technical writer is
responsible for document design. Therefore, learn basic document design skills to
enhance the usability and readability of each deliverable.
Personality
Self-motivation – Be aware of the development process and be up-to-date with
release dates, testing cycles, etc. Know what needs to be done for each release
and do it.
Strong Interviewing Skills – Have strong interviewing skills to interview subject
matter experts. Be courteous and sincere when interviewing to establish a solid
rapport in order to obtain the information you need.
Solid Organization Skills – Have solid organization skills in order to develop and
manage the writing process.
Ability to Learn Quickly – Be willing to dive into the product head first and learn
the software. You may not always know everything about each product, but you
have to make the attempt to and pretend that you do. Subject matter experts
will not always have time to teach you the software.
Good Time Management Skills – Be very familiar with deadlines and make sure
you are kept up to date if there is a change (which can happen frequently). Be
aware of how long it takes you to accomplish each stage of the writing process
so you can properly manage your time and complete the project for the
targeted release date.
Communication Skills – Have strong verbal and written communication skills.
Do not be afraid to ask questions. In order to write about a product, you need to
learn the product. Verbal and written communication skills are imperative for
technical writers. If you state your questions clearly, you are more likely to get a
clear and direct answer than if you are unable to phrase your point with
precision.
Sense of Humor – Maintain a sense of humor. Do not let the stress of the high
demands of being a technical writer wear you down. Maintain a sense of humor,
so you do not lose sight of the assignment.
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What is “Technical Writing”?
The field of “technical writing” is difficult to define because there are many avenues and
contexts that contribute to this style of writing. Traditionally, technical writers are
viewed as writers who compose technical documents about science, computers,
medicine and other technical subjects. However, this once narrow field has morphed
into the broad classification of writing composed in the workplace. This textbook
focuses not on general workplace writing (memos, reports, emails, etc.), but specifically
on writing produced in a software development company.
Today, technology influences many aspects of everyday life. From the iPhone to Hybrid
cars to Microsoft’s Office 2007 and Windows Vista, new technology has touched nearly
every American. For the most part, Americans have reaped great benefits from modern
technology, such as more efficient ways to communicate and safer ways to travel.
However, there have been a few drawbacks to the technology boom. One detriment to
the increase of technology is realization of the lack of technical literacy among everyday
people. Technology is intimidating since it so rapidly became integrated into everyday
life. As a solution, technical companies began hiring technical writers to serve as
intermediaries between the engineers and the laypeople. The technology boom has
caused a high demand for skilled technical writers.
In the context of this text, “technical writing” is limited to external writing composed by
a software development company. In this sense, documentation is written for external
audiences – end users of the software (i.e. clients) – and internal audiences – users who
must be knowledgeable about the products (i.e. sales and marketing departments).
This section outlines the progression of technical writing as a profession from the very
beginning and into the future. As a technical writer, you need to understand how much
the profession has grown in order to appreciate the importance of your function in a
technical environment. Evaluating your skills as a writer now compared to where they
need to be to complete in the job market is beneficial to growing professionally as a
writer.
A Brief History
Understanding how the technical writing profession has evolved throughout history is
important to recognize the progression of this profession and to appreciate the
foundations the IT industry laid by founding technical writers.
The exact beginning of technical writing as a field or an occupation is uncertain;
however, there is evidence that reports written on technical subjects (engineering,
specifically) were exchanged well before the birth of Christ. One of the oldest and most
famous reports is De Architectura written by Marcus Vitruvius Pollio around 40 B.C. This
document discusses city-planning, hydraulics, and technical instruments. (Rathbone 26).
But as Robert Rathbone, an engineering and scientific technical writer summarizes,
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“Although the art of technical writing is almost as old as science itself, the profession of
technical writing has a recent beginning” (Rathbone 26). During World War I, the
scientists and engineers were also the writers and documented their own inventions
(similar to many software development/technical writing environments today).
However, during the 1920’s editorial assistance was provided to technical writers due to
the prosperous economy produced by the industrial boom. Specialized writers were
hired to document the inventions produced by developers. When the Depression hit
and thousands of Americans lost their jobs, then these writers often lost their positions.
World War II marked the true beginning of technical writing as a profession. During this
time period a team of writers was formed to deliver paper work during the war.
Members of these teams soon earned the respect of the engineers and became the sole
writers. Major companies within the engineering business and the IT industry soon hired
technical writers.
Technical Writing in Recent Years
Today, technical writers greatly contribute to a variety of technical industries. These
writers provide technical fields with the knowledge and the writing skills to document
what has been created by the developers, leaving the invention to the technicians and
the writing to the writers.
Technical writing, as a field, a course of study, and as an industry, has become widely
popular in recent years. But why? Throughout history, the need and the demand for
people to perform this specialized type of writing has always been evident. However,
documentation within a software company or any other technical industry has always
been thrown to the bottom of the priority list. After all, everyone knows how to write
and string words together into sentences, right? While this is true, not everyone has the
skill set to write well – a detail that few are willing to acknowledge. Therefore, hiring
people designated to write remains a low priority for upper management.
Technical writers of recent years have proved that there is a need and a demand for this
specialized classification of writers. Not only do these writers document the latest forms
of technology, they are technically literate enough to translate the software jargon of
the developers into a standard and clear format that a less technically literate audience
can understand. Too few writers are learning technical fields, and technicians often lack
essential writing skills. The individuals who possess both skill sets are rare, but they are
in the greatest demand.
The Future of the Technical Writing Profession
Recognizing the growth of your skill set as a technical writer will help you strive to be a
better writer in the future.
While this genre of writers has been cast as just that, writers, the future requires a more
technical background for this group. The role of technical writers has changed
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throughout history, and it will continue to change as society and culture change
(Giammona 350). As technology increasingly occupies nearly every aspect of our lives,
writers have to become technically literate to match the demand of technical
documentation. A technical background provides a concrete understanding of the
technical concepts. A better understanding means these writers are easily able to
“translate” the concepts so the layperson can understand.
A technical background also contributes to a document’s usability, and it can open up
more avenues to communicate with the audience. People tend to be visual learners and
most dislike reading. Therefore, to help increase communication with the audience,
writers will need to become technically versed with modern software programs and
concepts. Text can be placed directly in the software program in the form of page or
field help. In addition, because so many people dislike reading (especially technical
documentation), writers can also use writing skills to compose tutorial videos (Johnson).
A simple three-minute video is a very powerful form of documentation that can appeal
to many audiences.
Technical writers will be expected to have technical degrees in addition to writing
degrees. However, the necessities for a technical writer will not stop there. Their skill set
will expand to make writers better versed in the entire life cycle of the software
development process. In addition, these writers need to acquire skills in software
development and project management.
Technical writers are here to stay.

Technical Writing in the Computer Software Industry
End users depend on software documentation almost as much as they depend on the
software program itself.
Technical writers contribute the following to the computer software industry:
Document products for clients and co-workers.
Develop a process that incorporates all key players into a document’s creation.
Establish and enforce a company-wide writing style.
Documenting Products
To an end user, documentation is deemed just as important as the software itself. If end
users do not know how install, to configure, or to use the software, they may not use it.
While many software users dive directly into the product before reading the
corresponding documentation, the documentation is necessary in case the software is
not as intuitive as the end user initially might have thought.
In addition, having documentation to accompany the product adds credibility to the
software company. There are many companies that refute the importance of
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documentation because upper management demands that the software be selfexplanatory, self-documenting, and intuitive to all audiences. If the software is easy for
everyone to follow – who really needs documentation? What these individuals and
companies do not understand is that since there is such a wide range of skill levels
within the products’ targeted audiences, there is no way to cater the software to all
users. The documentation fills the gaps between the software and the skill set of the
audiences.
Incorporating Key Players
Many individuals contribute to the production of a document – far more individuals
than one may think. The technical writer is often responsible for the mediation between
the subject matter experts (SMEs), the writers (often themselves), the technical editors,
the quality assurance teams, and the project managers. Since files are distributed
between the individuals involved in the writing process, a process must be defined to
ensure there is only one working version of a document and that every edit is accounted
for. The facilitator role often falls on the shoulders of the technical writer since this
individual is viewed as the “owner” of the document. A system that works well for all
users is crucial to the success of the document.
Some companies utilize a document authoring tool, such as Doc-To-Help
(http://www.doctohelp.com/) or MadCap Flare
(http://www.madcapsoftware.com/products/flare/). These third-party programs help
facilitate and control the writing process by utilizing single-source editing and workflow
emails (and usually have high-quality and detailed documentation). Other companies
use inside resources, such as an internal shared drive on a shared network, to facilitate
the process. The foundation to any process that incorporates many individuals is to
always ensure that only one person edits a document at any given time. Losing site of
the “active” document is often the source of missing edits, duplicate information, and
incorrect formatting.
Whatever the process may be, it must be usable with little effort on the part of the
participants. The focus must be on perfecting the content of the document, not on the
next step in the document life cycle.
Standardizing a Style
While many technical writers despise being known as “document formatters,” this role
is a huge part of the job. Unlike other professional writers, such as journalists or
novelists, technical writers must be skilled in document design because the “look” of a
document can affect its readability and usability.
Documents within a single company must have cohesion, which enables readers of any
document type to see that the document is part of a set. This structure, in turn, builds
credibility for the company.
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A standard writing style must not only be consistent within a single document, but also
across each document type. A style incorporates aesthetic and linguistic considerations.
An aesthetic standard refers to the “look and feel” of a document, including colors,
headings, spacing, and font selection. If a document is not visually appealing to a user,
the user may not bother reading it. Once the reader’s attention is caught and
maintained, the importance of a language standard surfaces. Since aesthetics are not
within the scope of this textbook, a wonderful resource is Robin Williams’ The NonDesigner’s Design Book. In a clear and easy to understand format, Williams describes
the four basic principles of document design: contrast, repetition, alignment, and
proximity. He speaks to individuals with no prior design experience and instills a sense
of confidence in the reader to design any document type.
A standard language style leads to comprehension on the reader’s behalf and usability
on the document’s behalf. For example, if a document is littered with corporate jargon
that does not pertain to anyone outside the corporation’s walls, the end user will be
lost. Or, if there are inconsistencies with word choice, such as “web application,”
“webapp,” and “application,” the end user will be unable to digest the content. If a
different word is used, even if all three words have the same definition, the implication
is unclear to the reader because a different word implies a different definition.
An easy way to facilitate documentation standards (both aesthetically and verbally) is to
develop a series of design guidelines. There are two primary types of design guidelines:
a style guide and a style sheet. A style guide is used company-wide and is written to
define writing conventions established within an organization. A style sheet pertains to
a specific document or document type. This document includes mechanical choices,
such as punctuation, spelling, capitalization, and hyphenation, that recur within a
document. A good reference on creating and using style guides and style sheets is
Technical Editing by renowned writer Carolyn Rude. In this text, Rude provides
examples, templates, and guidelines for creating styles guides and style sheets for a
company or documentation project.

Process versus Product
Process and product. Both are equally important; however, a technical writer typically
emphasizes the product over the process. Technical writers who stem from a writing
background generally understand the concept of a “writing process” and the impact it
has on the overall success of a document. However, those who stem from a technical
education (which has become increasingly common among technical writers) may not
be familiar with the writing process or the infamous debate of process versus product.
The Process
Well-written documents can only be produced if the act of writing is treated as a
process. There are four primary stages of a writing process: prewriting, drafting,
revising, and editing. For technical writing, however, often the process is slightly
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different because all the stages are very collaborative and they often occur
simultaneously. The writing process varies from genre to genre, company to company,
and person to person. The writer must learn about his or her writing style and
determine (often through trial and error, and available resources) what works best. For
example, some writers prefer to edit online while others prefer to edit hard copies and
transfer the emendations to the electronic version (however, if high volume of printing
is unavailable, due to budgetary constraints, for example, this process may not be an
option).
The writing process for technical writing is distinctive because the stages, though
individual, often occur simultaneously and overlap. The writing process is more of a
circular than a linear process, since stages are often revisited even after they are
considered “complete.” In addition, collaboration is a significant entity to every stage of
the process. Looking specifically at drafting, the writer is often not the subject matter
expert. Therefore, he or she is dependent on other team members for the content.
Collaboration also occurs in the editing phase as additional writers often lend their
expertise to perfect the prose.
The writing process for technical writing is very distinct when compared to that of
creating and academic writing processes. This topic is covered in greater detail in
Chapter 4: The Writing Process.
The Product
The product is the end result. But in technical writing, is there really a “finished”
product? Just when you think you have completed a document, a new feature is added
to the software or you will push commas around until you have considered the prose
perfected.
The director of the Writing Programs at Washington State University, Bill Condon,
comments on the process and product relationship, “Process and Product, in a way, are
just meaningless … as we know it, no piece of writing is ever finished; it’s just due” (Take
20: Teaching Writing). Each writer must create his or her own writing process; because
after all, the facilitator of the process produces the end result.
With stringent software release dates, product documentation always has a date where
it must be considered “finished” (or more appropriately, “just good enough”).
Technical writing within a computer software company produces many deliverables.
This textbook covers some of the most widely used and popular documents produced
by technical writers in the field.
User Manuals – Document a software product’s functions, including
navigational instructions and tricks and tips. Educate the audience about the
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product, answering questions such as What does the product do? and What is
the intended use of the product?
Release Notes – Provide an overview of how the current release differs from
the previous release, including new features, enhancements, resolved issues
(bug fixes), and known issues (bugs that will be addressed in a future release).
Product Descriptions – Illustrate a high-level overview of the product, which
outlines the product’s goals and key features.
Training Materials – Educate the end users about how to use the software,
beyond the limitations of a user manual. Include exercises with real-world
examples that can be completed during class and used as reference material
once the class is over.
Quick Reference Guides – Provide an abbreviated version of a user manual.
They are targeted towards a more advanced audience.
This topic is covered in detail in Chapter 4: Deliverables.
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Chapter Summary
The following key points have been covered in this chapter:
The qualities of a successful technical writer include a still set that
contains strong writing and editing skills, technical skills, technical
writing skills, and organizational skills, and a highly motivated
personality.
The technical writing profession continues to grow and transform with
the advancement and expansion of technology.
The role of a technical writer has evolved from strictly that of a writer to
a more technically literate individual who is an integral part of the entire
production process, not just the writing process.
While more attention is placed on the end product in technical writing
contexts, the process is equally important.
The writing process is circular, since a product is never “finished.”
The following are the most widely written and used documents
produced by a technical writer in a software development company:
o User Manuals
o Release Notes
o Product Descriptions
o Training Manuals
o Quick Reference Guides
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Chapter Objectives
The following are objectives of this chapter:
To describe ethical considerations a technical writer may face.
To understand how copyright laws protect technical writers.
To introduce the legal issues involved with technical writing.

The decisions you make as a writer do not only affect you individually, but also your
employer and the technical writing profession. Because your writing represents the
company, writing ethically is a direct representation of the company’s morals and
values.

Ethical Considerations
Ethics is a topic rarely discussed or even thought about in a collaborative environment.
Ethical decisions are based on knowing right from wrong. Sometimes corporate policies
or politics could challenge a writer’s judgment in making an ethical decision. For
example, knowing there is a detrimental bug in the software that could negatively affect
a client but not mentioning its presence in the release notes because the bug could
potentially cause the account manager to lose the sale, is an unethical decision. The
writer can pretend to not aware of the bug, but he or she will have bigger issues when a
lawsuit is filed against the company for the insufficient testing that could have
potentially unveiled the bug.
Ethics for technical writers are applicable both when collaborating (during the planning
and drafting phases) and when writing.

When Collaborating
Work ethics can be pertinent when functioning in a collaborative setting. When working
with others, keep the following in the forefront of your mind to avoid an unethical
situation or being forced to make an unethical decision:
Be aware of your personality type. If you have a strong personality (chances are
if you have such a personality, you are well aware of it), be cautious of
intimidating your co-workers. Everyone has an equal voice, and if you come off
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strong, timid employees will be afraid to speak and to contribute to the
meeting.
Claim credit for your work and only your work. Unfortunately, plagiarism
within a work environment is common. Make the ethical decision to give credit
where credit is due. Also, if you witness credit being stolen, ignoring what has
taken place is unethical. If this situation surfaces, encourage the victim to
confront the individual who claimed credit, without serving as the intermediary
or getting too involved.
Do not withhold important information. If you know the solution to a problem
or how to conduct a process, speak up. Hording information is an unethical
decision because the act may put your team or your company in a difficult
situation. Revealing your knowledge may produce more work for you, but it is
the ethical decision.
Have a solid process for documenting version control. Since drafts are
circulated between various participants of the writing process, such as writers
and developers, include each individual’s edits. If you lose valuable edits on
functionality, for example, the document will contain false information and
therefore will misrepresent the product.

When Writing
As a writer who produces deliverables targeted towards external audiences, there are
various considerations to keep in mind while writing. Considerations, such as the
following listed, help you stay honest and credible with the public.
Do not withhold information. If you know a feature is not working correctly, tell
a developer so it can be fixed. If the software is released with a bug or if new
system requirements are mandated, for example, document the problem.
Write clearly so as not to sound ambiguous or misleading. Being too detailed
and convoluted in your writing can be interpreted as a cover-up for something.
When you write directly and clearly, you give the audience only one way to
interpret the information.
Avoid writing in the singular third person. Using “he” and/or “she” pronouns
can make the company sound sexist (your writing, after all, is a representation
of the company and its values). Avoid this issue by pluralizing pronouns to
“they” or “their” instead.
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Include accurate and correct information. All developers (subject matter
experts) review documentation before it is finalized in order to verify all the
information is correct. This process also adds integrity and credibility to the
document because the experts have provided their input.
Include the names of the developers on the credits page of the document.
Listing the names of the subject matter experts in the document is not only
ethical because it verifies the information is from a valid source, but also having
the expert’s name included establishes the credibility of the document.

Legal Issues
When writing for a company, you are often protected from legal issues that could
surface. Be aware of your rights as a writer and of laws that speak specifically to you and
your work. As a public communicator you are bound by certain laws. Ask your company
paralegal about these laws or conduct research at the U.S. Copyright Office.

Copyright Laws
As soon as a document is “created and fixed in a tangible form that is perceptible either
directly or with the aid of a machine or device” it is copyright protected (U.S. Copyright
Office). For a writer, this means that as soon as a document is written or printed, it is
copyright protected.
Infringement
Using information from outside sources (beyond information found through research) is
a legal hazard and is an act of copyright infringement. As defined by the U.S. Copyright
Office, copyright infringement is specified as using another’s copyrighted work to
conduct the following:
Reproducing work or copies of work
Preparing derivative works based upon the work
Distributing copies of the work to the public by sale or another transfer of
ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending
Performing the work publicly
Displaying the work publicly
In a technical writing setting, copyright infringement can be viewed as using copy of a
third-party company. If the software you write utilizes or can be used with a third-party
software program, information about this third-party program may have to be
documented.
Another common act of infringement can be seen with press releases or public media.
An article about the software company or its products written by a reporter belongs to
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the newspaper or magazine. Lifting copy of a press release written by a third-party
company is an act of infringement.
Infringement is a serious violation with an array of consequences, depending on the
severity of the crime. A conviction of infringement can result in one or a combination of
the following punishments:
Payment of a fine
Impound of infringing articles
Restoration of damages
Forfeit of profits
Payment of victims attorney’s fees
Since copy produced for your employer is intellectual property of the company, in most
cases, an infringer may not personally be held liable (from a legal standpoint – there
may be internal consequences, such as termination of employment). Instead, the
company will be held accountable for your actions. Details of who is held legally
accountable are usually outlined in an employment contract.
Fair Use
The Fair Use doctrine of the copyright law entitles the owner of the copyright (i.e. the
software company) the “right to reproduce or to authorize others to reproduce the
work in copies” (U.S. Copyright Office). Every piece of writing you produce for the
company (as well as writing produced by others) becomes the intellectual property of
the company (U.S. Copyright Office). Simply put, even though you wrote the document,
it does not belong to you.
Being the writer does not automatically grant you the authority to reproduce the work –
permission must be obtained from the proper internal resources. Fair use, however,
allows you to use direct copy of a co-worker. Since all work produced by employees of
the company is copyrighted to the company, work is produced from the same source
and therefore the use of a co-worker’s copy falls under the Fair Use doctrine.
Common applications of this exercise are using marketing material to find the right
language for a product description or lifting text directly from a specification document
for a user manual.
Using material from other employees within the company is beneficial to the cohesion
of documentation between departments. This cohesion verifies the same terminology
and tone are used across the entire company.
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Reproduction of an outside copyrighted source is considered fair under the following
circumstances:
Criticism
Comment
News reporting
Teaching
Scholarship
Research
In a technical writing setting, fair use can be seen when researching third-party
applications to gain an understanding of how the applications are used with the
software for which you are writing about.
Infringement versus Fair Use
There is a fine line between infringement and fair use. Talk with the company’s
paralegal about how these laws pertain to you in your current work environment.
When deciding if use of a document or reproduction is fair or an act of infringement,
consider the following factors, as enumerated in Section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Law:
1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes.
2. The nature of the copyrighted work.
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted
work as a whole.
4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for, or value of, the copyrighted
work.

Trademarks
Trademarks protect names within a company, such as the product names, the slogans,
and the company name. Always have the most recent version of the company’s
trademark list, which can usually be obtained from the company paralegal or from the
marketing department.
The following are symbols of protected material as directed by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office:
Trademark (™) – A brand name that may include a word, a name, or a symbol.
The intent of the brand name is to identify the product as an entity of the
company. The user must legally register the brand name with the federal
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government. Before it is registered, the company is not fully protected by
copyright or infringement laws.
Service Mark (SM) – A unique service, such as advertising. Service marks are
often used to promote businesses. Federal registration is not required.
Registered Trademark (®) – A brand name that may include a word, a name, or
a symbol. The intent of the brand name is to identify the product as an entity of
the company. This symbol indicates the brand has been legally registered with
the federal government and is therefore protected at the highest level from
copyright or infringement laws.
Copyright (©) – Protects copy, which may include websites, user manuals, and
marketing materials. An entity produced by the company, including software, is
copyright protected.
Use the correct trademark on a brand name. Trademarks are highly important in order
to protect the intellectual property of the company. Your company probably has
branding guidelines that instruct writers how to use, and more importantly, how not to
use company trademarks. A branding guide can often be obtained from the company’s
paralegal or marketing department.
The following are common rules of trademark use:
Refer to a trademark using the correct spelling and with the correct
capitalization. Do not alter the trademark in any way.
Include the appropriate symbol (™, ®, or SM ) to represent the trademark status.
Do not use a trademark in the possessive form.
Do not use a trademark in a plural form.
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Chapter Summary
The following key points have been covered in this chapter:
Technical writers often encounter ethical situations when collaborating and
when writing.
Technical writers are copyright protected by the fair use doctrine and
infringement policies. Using text produced by another source within the
company is fair use.
Common legal issues of technical writing include copyright laws and
trademarks.
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Chapter Objectives
The following are objectives of this chapter:
To describe how academic, creative, and technical writers utilize
collaboration.
To evaluate the benefits and challenges of collaborating on a project.
To analyze the various electronic and oral communication processes and
decide the best one to use in any given situation.

The magnitude of collaboration throughout the entire writing process for technical
documentation makes technical writing a unique writing profession.
Technical writing is a group effort primarily between the writer and the developer(s).
The writer depends on the developer for content and the developer equally depends on
the write to “translate” very technical prose so that a layperson can understand the
content (and thus use the software program to its highest potential). Unlike academic
and creative writers, technical writers are often not the subject matter expert, an
arrangement which therefore creates a dependent relationship with the developer. In
addition to collaborating with the subject matter experts, numerous technical writers
often work on a single project together. While having developers with their knowledge
on the product review the documentation for accuracy and completeness, having an
individual with writing and editing experience read it is just as important. Another writer
is beneficial to the collaborative effort to verify correct use of grammar, clear language,
and document standards.
When collaborating on a project, whether it is a single document or a document set for
an entire software release, communication is a skill that every member of the team
needs. Collaboration is achieved through both electronic and oral processes.

The Importance of Collaboration
Collaboration is essential in any work environment. This section outlines how
collaboration is applied in a technical writing profession when working with developers
and with other writers.
When working with co-workers or team members, remember that collaboration is
about creating a final product. Collaboration is not about competition. All collaborators
work for the same company and have to keep the good of the project (and of the
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company) a priority. Being part of a team allows you to learn from as well as to teach
others. Collaborating on a project yields many benefits as well as challenges to the
writing process.
Collaboration is used to not only produce well-rounded, well researched documents, but
it can enable the participating voices to learn about other writing processes that exist
within a given corporate environment. While a collaborative project is often time
consuming and labor intensive, the benefits to collaboration far exceed the drawbacks.
As Julie Zelenick of Iowa State University proclaims, “To become a good technical writer,
you not only need to write effective documents on your own, but you need to know
how to write documents, collaboratively with your colleagues” (Zelenick 68). Good
writers become great writers through collaboration and discovering new ways to
improve their writing process. In addition, by collaborating with subject matter experts,
designers, and publicists, technical writers quickly learn about other fields and the ways
writing impacts various disciplines.

Benefits of Collaboration
Collaborating on a project with a team provides many benefits not only to the success of
the deliverable, but it aids the team members to grow professionally. The following are
some key benefits to collaboration:
Keeps the writer honest. When working on a deliverable as an individual writer,
concepts, organization issues, or mechanical or content errors are often
overlooked. Splitting your attention between content and writing mechanics is a
difficult task. Having other people look at your piece provides multiple
perspectives that may help you recognize areas that have been overlooked. In
addition, reading the content of others can help you spot mistakes in your own
piece.
Provides a “sounding board.” Making decisions before consulting at least one
other person, especially when the decision impacts other members of your
team is never a good idea. Never work in a vacuum. Talk to others about your
ideas before implementing changes.
Instills confidence in team members. Collaboration provides a sense of
confidence and makes team members feel important within the workplace. If an
individual is shy about speaking in front of his or her boss or the entire
company, a more intimate group can be a less intimidating setting to voice one’s
opinion or to ask questions. Collaboration instills a sense of empowerment –
individuals gain confidence when they feel like their opinions are not only
heard, but are considered valid.
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Encourages team building and bonding. Team building is a great additive to
collaboration. Collaboration enables you to work with individuals who you may
not otherwise work on a project with. It creates a sense of cohesion between
the team as well as within the office work environment because everyone is
striving for a common goal.

Challenges of Collaboration
Working with others can often present a series of issues or complications that could
negatively affect the outcome of a project. Collaborating with co-workers introduces
multiple work ethics, personalities, knowledge levels, and skill levels. Having respect for
your team members and pushing personal feelings aside (positive and negative feelings)
is essential to maintain a positive collaboration environment. Your goal is to produce
perfect, cohesive deliverables, not to make everyone on your team your best friend.
Conflicts often surface when working with numerous personalities, opinions, and status
levels. In a healthy team environment, everyone’s opinions and voices are heard
equally.
The following are practices that can solve or even prevent conflicts:
Be the leader. As the technical writer, you are often the team lead in a project.
You orchestrate who writes what sections of the deliverable and control the
flow of the document-approval process. Take command of this role – every
team needs a leader and whether you acknowledge the position or not, you will
fulfill this void.
Set objectives and goals with deadlines for each team member. Conflicts often
surface when individuals do not know their responsibilities within a project.
Team members must be aware of their responsibilities and when milestones or
deadlines are approaching.
Provide thoughtful feedback. If a team member offers an opinion, even if you
entirely disagree, internalize it, and consider it before completely banning it
from thought. If you instinctively respond negatively to another team member’s
input, he or she may become defensive and respond negatively (out of instinct)
to whatever you may offer to the group (being the team lead does not exempt
or shield you from criticism).
Be a team player. As the common phrase goes, “there is no ‘I’ in ‘team.’” While
every member of the team may not agree on a topic of discussion, weigh the
good with the bad and decide what is best for the project.
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Check attitudes at the door. You will not like everyone you work with.
Preventing your personal feelings from negatively affecting the cohesion of the
group is vital to the success of the project.

Communication Processes
There are two primary ways to communicate: orally and electronically. In this booming
age of technology, communication is becoming more streamlined and efficient with new
forms of electronic communication. However, electronic communication does not
undermine or eliminate the necessity for old-fashioned oral communication.
There are many contingencies that dictate which communication processes to utilize
within a collaborative environment. The following are examples of such contingencies:
Size – If the team consists of only a few members, the method to communicate
differs from a team of twenty or more members.
Location – All members of a writing team will not always reside in the same
location. Your team members’ physical offices may consume multiple floors of a
building. Alternatively, in an extreme situation, the team members may be
spread across various offices located throughout the country, or even the
world. Having team members scattered throughout the world presents the
issue of different time zones, which in itself is an issue that may dictate the
communication process that is utilized.
Resources – The company’s financial state or policies may dictate what
communication resources are available. For example, the company may not
have the financial or the worker resources to create a wiki. Or corporate policy
could prohibit the use of Instant Messenger services. In these instances, faceto-face interaction or phone conversation may be the most effective means to
communicate.
Different communication processes suit different situations. Do not use one process for
all communication efforts.
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Electronic Communication
Many companies are adopting modern means to communicate, not only internally
among co-workers, but also externally with clients. Software development companies,
which are commonly within the circuit of using the latest technological gadgets, often
make use of the most recent communication trends.
When collaborating with developers and other writers, there are many electronic
collaborating tools that can facilitate communication. This textbook speaks specifically
to the following electronic communication methods:
WIKIs
Email
Instant Messaging
Webinars
Wiki
A wiki is an online encyclopedia for a community (in this sense, a corporation or a
department) where rights are granted to members to edit, to delete, and to add
content. WIKIs are part of the latest trend in collaborative writing and communication
because they allow subject matter experts to generate content in order to educate
others. Due to the nature of a wiki, where anyone with access can add or modify
content, WIKIs are generally for internal-use only. The theory of WIKIs is that while
anyone can contribute content, if incorrect information is presented, someone will fix it.
Figure 1 is an example of a wiki entry for a software development company’s internal
wiki. Note that there is a date and time stamp along with the editor’s name at the top of
the page to record information about the most recent changes to the page. This
particular company chose to stress the importance of the wiki containing internal
documentation by including a confidentiality line on every wiki page.
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Figure 1 – Wiki Example
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Benefits
A wiki is a great way to share knowledge across a company and to conduct research.
Not deviating far from its Hawaiian origin, “wikiwiki,” which means “quick” or “hurry”
(Ebersbach 11), the wiki provides an expedited relay of information to an entire
corporation. Users can publish information to the Internet without having prior
programming experience.
Another benefit to using WIKIs is version control. When a change is made to an entry,
the previous entry is archived, which makes the new version the “current” copy. WIKIs
allow users to track who is contributing to the project as well as allow for peer review
and editing.
Lastly, WIKIs provide multiple perspectives on a single topic and therefore encourage
collaboration. For example, developers, with theoretical application, and consultants,
with practical experience may view a feature differently. A technical writer can greatly
enhance a document by pairing practical experience with theoretical application.
Challenges
Because anyone with access to a wiki can modify the content, this useful collaboration
tool can quickly lose its integrity. Therefore, having a moderator who constantly verifies
the validity of the text is important to the success of a wiki.
Since individuals with a range of skill and experience levels contribute to the content of
a wiki, this corporate encyclopedia can become an open forum for debate.
Methodology, functionality, and usage of the program are hot topics of contention
between software developers and consultants. In the situations that do not yield a
“right” or “wrong” answer the wiki could become a battlefield between opinions.
Serving as a repository of opinions is not a purpose or a goal of a wiki.
Being an information repository and a resource opinions are beyond the scope of a wiki.
Lastly, maintaining and updating content are additional challenges of WIKIs. As new
software is developed, as features change, and as methodologies are created, someone
must manually update the wiki. If the wiki moderator does not delegate maintenance
responsibility to specific subject matter experts, information can quickly become out of
date.
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Applications
There are numerous applications of a wiki, many of which depend on how this form of
communication is used within the company. In a software development environment,
WIKIs are specifically helpful in the following situations:
Serve as a database for nonstandard product documentation. Technical writers
can use content to enhance, not replace, product documentation.
Enable developers to share development tips and tricks learned through
experience.
Act as a blog or an open forum that could easily be rewritten to enhance
existing or generate new product documentation.
Email
Electronic mail (email) remains the most popular and widely used form of electronic
communication. It enables letters and memos to be sent, literally, with the click of a
button.
Figure 2 is an example of an email conversation. In this example, email is the preferred
method of communication because terms are being defined and multiple individual are
included in the conversation.
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Figure 2 – Email Example

Benefits
Email enables people to communicate with ease and allows for a leisurely response. You
can address multiple people and audiences at once or can keep an email conversion
between two people.
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Time-efficiency is the primary drive to use email as a communication medium. Emails
can be sent within seconds and from computers as well as from phones (making email
not only efficient, but portable as well).
Email also provides a virtual paper trail. All emails, both sent and received, are recorded
and can be used for future reference. The date and time is stamped on emails to
provide an instant record history.
Challenges
Like any medium of electronic communication, email is dependent on the Internet. If
the email provider is not functioning, email cannot be utilized as a reliable means of
communication. This dependency on the Internet can become a problem because with
the efficiency of email, users can be detrimentally reliant on this medium. If email
becomes unavailable, users may feel like they have lost their only source of
communication.
In addition, with the high volume of spam email, there is the chance that email will get
lost or will not send properly. Not all email providers offer a way to verify the target
audience received the email and that the information was relayed. A sent email does
not mean the intended recipient received it. Unlike the wiki, where the target audience
is known (i.e. all users with security access to the wiki), there is zero control of what
happens to the email once it is sent. The email could be forwarded or printed and
distributed to others, completely against the wishes of or unknown to the author.
Applications
Despite the negative attributes to email, it is the primary source of communication in a
software development company. For a technical writer, email is an efficient way to
communicate with developers and writers. The following are common applications of
email as a means to communicate:
Confirm the exact spelling of a product or phrasing of a sentence.
Interview developers.
Share files.
Review and approve documents.
Instant Messenger
Instant Messenger (IM) is a new trend, not just in technical communication, but in
communication in general. IM services enable the continuous flow of communication in
a conversational format.
IM services will never replace email or live interaction, but they do provide an efficient
alternative. IM enables users to carry on multiple “conversations” at once while
completing other tasks, such as answering emails or editing a document. It also provides
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the ability to have chat rooms (group conversations) with multiple co-workers without
tying up webinar or phone lines, while at the same time documenting the meeting.
Figure 3 outlines an example of a brief instant messaging conversation between two
co-workers. Notice that the conversation is informal and short. This conversational style
of communication enables information to quickly be relayed so participants can resume
their work.

Figure 3 – Instant Messenger Example

Benefits
IM is a fast way to converse with multiple people and allows for real-time, text-based
communicating. The formality of email is lifted, which enables the participants to
communicate in a directed and expedited fashion. Fortune magazine claims “instant
messaging is rising fast in corporate America” due to its expedited flow between
individuals (Varchaver 102). Faster communication between co-workers and clients
increases productivity.
In addition to communicating in real time, IM increases productivity because it enables
users to multi-task. Users can communicate with others while at the same time,
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continue to work on the current project. IM began as a utility for social communication.
The systems architect in the Office of Information Technology at Duke University, Mark
McCahill comments, “chat is moving towards not just what you do with your closest,
best friends but a way to work with all your collaborators. If you know someone is
awake and potentially available for conversation, you can probably do a chat instead of
sending an email” (McCahill).
Another clear benefit of IM is the ability to overcome a language barrier. Not every
individual you communicate with is a native English speaker. Since IM is a conversationbased way to communicate, it enables participants to speak in a less formal format and
it encourages collaboration. IM alleviates the tension and the pressure to “speak” well
in written communication.
Challenges
Since instant messaging services began as a means for social communication, turning a
work-related conversation into an open forum for social dialog is a natural digression.
The informality and conversational style of communication yields to social interaction,
which could, in turn, lower the productivity level.
IM can possibly become too conversational, to the extent that users may depend on it
entirely instead of orally communicating. There is great value in oral communication
that can be lost if IM is used as its replacement.
Applications
IM is a great tool if you are looking for a quick answer to a question or if you are pressed
for time and cannot depend on email. IM is not intended for conveying paragraphs of
information to be communicated – that is what email is for.
Webinar
Web seminars or conferences, Webinars, (also known as WebExs) are a new trend in
electronic communication. Since it is common to have co-workers reside in offices
around the country (or even around the world), webinars enable conferences and
meetings involving many participants to be conducted without having everyone
physically in the same room.
Webinars include phone conferencing as well as online presentations facilitated by a
single user with many participants.
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Figure 4 is an example of a webinar. Notice how easy a meeting can be facilitated by using Web cameras, seeing who is online, and presenting
information electronically.

Figure 4 – Webinar Example
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Benefits
Some webinar services allow for virtual face-to-face interaction. Most, however, allow
for presentations and projects to be shared over the Internet to an invited audience.
Webinars provide flexibility and convenience that is not always available through other
avenues of communication. Employees can communicate globally without leaving their
office, which is a huge financial benefit.
Challenges
Like other avenues of technical communication, webinars are dependent on the
Internet. If a connection is lost mid-presentation, everyone is disconnected from the
session. Reconnecting to the meeting could waste valuable minutes; in extreme
conditions, the meeting may need to be rescheduled.
The setup of webinars is never as seamless a process as it appears. Individuals with
webinar experience know how to set up a webinar (i.e. invite participants and prepare a
presentation) and how log into a session. However, since webinars are a relatively new
invention, most participants have never facilitated or participated in a webinar.
Applications
In a software development company, there are many ways webinars can be utilized to
increase the flow of communication and to share knowledge between co-workers. As
the technical writer, you may be asked to conduct the following tasks via webinars:
Demonstrate applications to the sales and marketing departments. These
departments rely heavily on the developers and technical writers to
communicate information about new products.
Expand training. Training documentation can easily be turned into a PowerPoint
presentation to be used in online training.
Facilitate the documentation process between developers and other writers
who may be located in various offices.
Collaborate on documentation. One writer can share a desktop, and therefore
share the document with other writers. Collaboration on content, organization,
and grammar is therefore easily facilitated.
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Oral Communication
There is something to be said for the old-fashioned use of oral communication. Taking
advantage of the electronic means that expedite and streamline communication is an
easy task. But there are many elements that oral communication – face-to-face
interaction as well as phone conversations – can offer that are unattainable by
electronic communication.
Benefits
There are various benefits oral communication has over electronic. For starters, oral
communication provides the opportunity for immediate feedback. With electronic
services, such as email or instant messaging, if the user is not in the presence of his or
her computer, you may not get the immediate response that you are looking for. Oral
communication eliminates the ambiguity of if the message was delivered or understood.
In addition, oral communication provides the opportunity for all participants in the
conversation to utilize nonverbal cues, such as body language and inflection. You can
read each other’s expressions (both facial and body), which may provide insight on your
understanding or immediate reaction to the information being communicated. Listening
to someone’s voice provides tone, stress, and emphasis, which is often difficult to
convey through electronic communication processes.
Challenges
While oral communication has its benefits, it also has a few detriments. Unlike
electronic communication, where you can edit and reword what you want to say, oral
communication is immediate and often impulsive. Once you say something, there is no
“delete” button to take it back. You have to be very careful about what you say and be
aware of any unintentional body language.
Oral communication requires social skills, which not everyone has. Poor speakers can
often confuse the people on the receiving end. For a technical writer, oral
communication requires strong interviewing skills. When talking to subject matter
experts, the researching and drafting processes are expedited when you know the type
of questions that will generate answers with enough information for you to write
expedites the drafting process.
Applications
As a technical writer in a software development company, you communicate often with
the developers to obtain the information you need in order to produce deliverables.
Since documentation falls to the bottom of the priority list for many developers, waiting
to hear back from a developer via email can take weeks or you could even be ignored
through instant messenger. Oral communication can be the most efficient and effective
way to obtain the information you need. With new versions of software being released
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often – sometimes every month – you are always working against the clock to meet a
deadline and may not have weeks or even days to wait for a developer to respond.
Even though you are a writer, some topics are easier to explain in person than in
writing. Or maybe you cannot put into words what you want to write. Oral
communication provides a means to talk through your writer’s block, even if you are
communicating aloud with yourself.
Oral versus Electronic Communication
The Table 1 provides a cross reference of the benefits, the challenges, and the
applications of electronic and oral communication processes:
Source
Wiki

Email

Instant
Messenger

Webinars

Benefits

Challenges
Applications
Electronic Communication Processes
Conducts research
Has potential to
Enhances
misrepresent
documentation through
Provides version
information
database research
control
Yields
constant
Provides a forum for
Encourages
evaluation
for
up-toproduct tips and tricks
collaboration
date content
Has potential to
quickly become an
open forum of
opinions
Communicates at
Yields difficulty to
Conducts interviews
leisure
reflect tone
with developers
Addresses multiple
Provides means for
audiences
writers to collaborate.
Provides time
Enables files to be
efficiency
shared within the
writing process
Provides a virtual
paper trail
Allows deliverables to
be distributed to the
end user
Encourages multiPromotes
Helps users looking for a
tasking
communication to
fast and brief answer
be too
Provides a
Enables any two people
conversational and
continuous flow of
to hold a conversation
informal
conversation
Has potential to
Is self documenting
replace oral
communication
Connects individuals
Has a difficult setup
Provides a forum for live
across the globe
process
meetings with
developers and writers
Provides efficiency
Recycles information to
be used in training
material
Collaborate on a
document
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Source
Face-toface and
Phone

Benefits

Challenges
Oral Communication Processes
Gives immediate
Cannot edit or delete
feedback
speech
Senses tone and
Requires social skills
nonverbal cues

Applications
Provides means to
interview developers
Enables writers to
bounce ideas off each
other

Table 1 – Oral versus Electronic Communication

Chapter Summary
The following key points have been covered in this chapter:
Collaboration with developers and other writers is essential for technical
writers to produce well-crafted documentation.
Collaborating on a project yields many benefits as well as some challenges
to the writing process.
Each medium – wiki, instant messenger, email, webinars, face-to-face
interaction, and phone conversation – is useful for particular situations.
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Chapter 4: Deliverables
Chapter Contents
Chapter Objectives
User Manuals
Release Notes
Product Descriptions
Training Manuals
Quick Reference Guides
Chapter Summary
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Chapter Objectives
The following are objectives of this chapter:
To provide a firm understanding of the basic deliverables produced by
technical writers in a computer software company.
To explain the primary goal of any deliverable.
To recognize the audience and scope of each deliverable.

The deliverables produced by technical writers in the computer software industry vary.
This chapter outlines the most common deliverables in this industry and is limited to the
following:
User Manuals
Release Notes
Product Descriptions
Training Manuals
Quick Reference Guides
While this textbook does not describe an exhaustive list of deliverables, it provides the
essential document types. While each deliverable type is written for a single software
product, each serves a distinct purpose and caters to a different audience.

User Manuals
The user manual is the most widely used document type by clients to learn about a
software product and therefore consumes the majority of a technical writer’s time. The
user manual is essential for every piece of software because it describes and explains
every feature and potential use of the program. This is the first piece of documentation
end users reach for when using and learning about a new piece of software.

The Audience
User manuals have the widest audiences of all deliverables produced by a technical
writer in the IT industry. When writing for developers and clients of all technical skill
levels, targeting a user manual towards a single audience is virtually impossible. For this
reason, user manuals are written to cater to a broad range of audiences by including
various sections that each considers a smaller group of audiences or even a single
audience.
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For example, the instructional steps are aimed at less technical audiences, since the
steps literally walk the user, step-by-step, through a function. A technical and more
advanced user does not necessarily need this level of detail to understand a function.
The Reference section, however, is written for all audiences. This section defines all
objects (menus, pages, buttons, etc.) within the software program and is written with a
medium level of detail. The detail is sufficient for a technical and a semi-technical
audience, and if a non-technical audience requires more information, the audience can
use the index to search for information on a specific function, concept, or word.

The Scope
When deciding on the content of the user manual, ask yourself the following questions:
What does this product do?
Why would anyone use it?
What are the major features?
How does this product fit in with the suite of inter-dependent applications or
with other products?
While there are countless ways to organize a user manual, the following is a
recommended list of sections to include:
Table of Contents
Overview
Additional Resources
Getting Started
Tutorials
Reference
Appendices
Index
Table of Contents
The Table of Contents (TOC) is a very important aspect of the user manual. Users rarely
read a manual cover to cover because they are only interested in the information
relevant to them at that moment. The TOC is used to search through the document to
find information on a topic or the answer to a question.
Overview
The Overview section provides a high-level description of the product and is no more
than a few sentences. If the overview cannot be written in less than five sentences, the
writer probably does not know enough about the product and should conduct further
research before attempting to write the remainder of the manual. The Overview section
provides the reader with an understanding of what the product is, what benefits it
provides, and how it applies to the reader’s job function.
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The Overview can also include any prerequisite information. If the user is expected to be
at a certain technical level before completing the manual tutorials or if the product is
dependent on other products, the Overview is the best section to include the
requirements.
Indicate how (if applicable) the product fits in with a toolset or if/how it depends on
other products. If it is part of an entire set, include the other products within the toolset
and a brief description of the purpose each supplementary or dependent application
serve. In addition, mention if the product is able to function without the installation of
other products.
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Figure 5 provides an example of the Overview section within a user manual for a product called cMat™. cMat™ is part of a toolset called the
Collaborative Applications.

Figure 5 – Overview Section of a User Manual Example

Additional Resources
If a product is so complex it requires several manuals, perhaps a training manual, a manual dedicated to a single feature, or the installation
manual, provide a list of additional resources in the user manual.
Getting Started
If a configuration manual is not created for the product, include information to guide the user through what needs to be set up and configured
before the product can be used.
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Tutorials
The tutorials are the primary focus of a user manual. These sections are often the
reason the user is reading the manual in the first place. Tutorials are organized by core
tasks or features of the product.
Provide a brief introduction to the feature or task. Is the task part of a larger task or
function? How does the task relate to the general scope of the product? State the
purpose of the process or the task. Readers tend to successfully complete the task on
the first try when they have a general understanding of the entire process and the
purpose (Houp 16). An overview of the process also enables the readers to recognize at
the beginning of the tutorial if they make a mistake when completing the task, which in
the end, will save them a tremendous amount of time.
Tips for Writing Tutorials
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use a “To” line to introduce the tutorial, such as To create a page:.
Number steps.
Place steps in chronological order.
Describe the object (feature, field name, page name, etc.) exactly as it appears
in the software.
5. Include screen shots of the program populated with data.
6. Begin each step with a present tense verb.
7. Include one step per line.
After the tutorial is written, test the steps. Verify the steps are in the correct order, the
object names are exactly as they appear in the program, etc. Since testing your own
material is often a difficult task (since you wrote it, you therefore are very familiar with
the prose) have another writer walk through the manual. After numerous renditions of
editing and revising, the smallest errors could easily go unnoticed by the original author.
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Figure 6 is an example of a tutorial within the cMat™ User Manual. Notice how this example showcases each tip for tutorial writing. The reader is
provided with a purpose of the overview and is marched, step-by-step, through the function. The screen shot provides an example of data as
well as validates that the user is on the correct page and performing the correct steps.

Figure 6 – Tutorial of a User Manual Example
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Reference
The Reference section is a very important attribute to the user manual because it helps
to make the manual appeal to a wide range of audiences. While technical audiences
may not find the tutorials useful (because the exercises may be too basic) the Reference
section provides them with a reason to read the user manual. This section of the manual
provides descriptions of every function, feature, and control of the product.
Exclude any database design or information that is too technical and out of scope for
the intended audience. The Reference section serves more as a glossary or a dictionary
of terms used within the software product and the documentation than a methodology
on programming.
The following are items to include in the Reference section:
Menus, sub-menus, and menu options
Buttons and/or icons on the toolbar
Pages with a brief overview of their function and purpose
Controls, including buttons, field, and icons
Appendices
Appendices contain additional or supplementary information that does not fit into
another section of the manual. The following are examples of information within an
Appendix:
Troubleshooting tips
Frequently asked questions
Additional steps that do not pertain to the “average” audience, but are
nonetheless important to include.
Additional sections that are important to the product, but do not fit into a
tutorial.
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Figure 7 demonstrates good use of an appendix. This appendix provides additional
information that is pertinent to cMat™, but does not fit into a tutorial.

Figure 7 – Appendix of a User Manual Example

Index
An index is important to a user manual for reasons similar to the table of contents.
Indexes and cross-references increase the usability of the document by facilitating the
process of finding information. Specific words (key words that the average audience
searches on) are marked and then referenced according the page or pages the topic
appears on.

Helpful Hints for Writing User Manuals
Make each topic heading a present tense verb, such as “Manage
Security” or “Build Source Tables.” Users utilize the Table of Contents
to search for a task to complete.
Realize that defining each and every field or column may not be
possible. A constructive developer makes the field or column names
descriptive enough or includes online page help.
Take screen shots of fields populated with data (and not data that is
obviously test data). Not only does the screen shot enable the user to
follow along in the product with the manual, but it provides a clear
example (without having to state an example in the manual text).
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Release Notes
Release notes is one of the most important deliverables produced by a technical writer.
This deliverable outlines the differences between two versions of a single piece of
software. The purpose is to educate the target audience on what the current release
contains in comparison to the previous release.
Release notes are usually the first piece of documentation written for a release. This
document type helps to define the scope of the remaining documentation for a specific
product release.

The Audience
The primary audience of release notes is an existing client. When a client is looking to
upgrade to the latest version of software, its biggest concern is justifying the need to
upgrade. What benefits does upgrading bring to the client? Release notes holds the
answer to this question.
The secondary audience of release notes is the company’s sales and marketing
departments. In order to sell a client the upgrade package, the sales department must
be aware of the new features that could be the main selling points in the sale. While
release notes also include resolved issues (also known as “bug fixes”), the sales
department must refrain from advertising them to the client. Everyone knows that all
software contains bugs, but there is no need to broadcast their existence to the client.
The marketing department also benefits from release notes in order to tailor the
marketing material to the target audience. When a new feature that is beneficial to a
broad range of clients is introduced, release notes help the sales department close its
sale by incorporating the features of the new release into marketing brochures, trade
shows, and demonstrations.
Because the reader of release notes is typically not very technical, the release notes is
written in a way that a semi-technical person can understand. Although, the audience
must still understand the software in order to appreciate and gain valuable information
from the release notes.
Release notes outline the differences between two versions of software, so it is not
provided for the initial release of the software program. Product descriptions outline a
high-level overview of the product and are used as the first line of selling the original
release of a product to a client.

The Scope
Release notes is organized by topics to enable the audience to navigate quickly through
the document. While release notes can contain numerous sections, the following are
the four basic sections that all release notes include:
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New Features
Enhancements
Resolved Issues
Known Issues
Additional sections can be included, depending on company policies. These four are the
primary sections that align with industry standards.
Release notes do not contain instructional steps to complete a task, too many details on
why the change was made (because the client does not necessarily care), instructions on
implementing a new feature, client-specific information (such as the client site where a
bug was discovered), etc. Be brief and to the point. The following is a list of additional
information to include in the release notes document:
The release date
The product version
The previous product version (because not all upgrades are the next sequential
number)
Any dependent applications with required version numbers
The following are optional sections for release notes (but are beyond the scope of this
textbook):
Installation – Outlines instructions for installing the software. This section could
also include new information required for the current installation of the
product, but that information is most likely detailed in the Installation Manual. If
a separate installation manual exists for the product, the Installation section
may not be necessary in the release notes.
System Requirements – Indicates any new system requirements for the current
version of the product. For example, if the software migrates from SQL Server
2000 to SQL Server 2005, 2005 is the recommended operating system because
the company may no longer support SQL Server 2000. Information like this is
very useful in the release notes, as well as in a system requirements document.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) – Provides a hypothesized list of questions
(and answers) most likely to be posed by the intended audience.
Avoid being too technical when writing release notes. Release notes is designed for
clients (a non-technical audience), so details about database design, for example, are
beyond the scope of release notes.
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New Features
New Features is the most important and sought-out section of release notes. It enables
the client to decide if upgrading to the most recent software version is necessary or
relevant. Since this is the most applicable section of the release notes, it is usually
towards the beginning of this document type.
The New Features section includes items that are new to the product – functions that
did not exist in the previous version. The following are examples of new features:
New button for a specific page
New piece of functionality
New field name
Include information about why the feature is useful and applicable. For example, if there
is a new Web page in the software, indicate what function it serves and why this new
feature appeals to a user.
Enhancements
Enhancements usually follow the New Features section. The Enhancements section
includes changes made to existing features. When writing enhancements, include a
justification for the change. The reader must be able to clearly understand why this
change in the software is beneficial the client’s business needs.
The following are examples of enhancements:
Change in how a feature works
An item, such as a page, a button, an icon, etc. removed from the product
Modifications to increase performance
When writing an enhancement element for release notes, make sure the entry is truly
an enhancement. Indicate what feature or function has been extended and why the
enhancement is important.
Resolved Issues
Resolved Issues are items that were problematic in the previous version but are fixed in
the current version. Some issues are reported by clients and either are imperative
enough to result in a patch or were deferred for in the next release. And some items
were knowingly problematic in the previous release, but were resolved in the current
release.
Since release notes document the difference between released versions of software,
differenciating between bugs that existed in the previous version and bugs that were
generated during development is an important element to this section. (The distinction
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can be provided by the project manager or a developer.) While developing a new
feature, an existing feature can break or may need to be modified to support the new
feature. Software bugs like this example are not be included in the release notes.
The following are examples of resolved issues:
Features that did not work as designed
Buttons or icons that nagivated to the incorrect page
Pages that did not render when navigated to
Include a solution to the resolved issue. The reader wants to know what about the issue
did not work correctly in the previous release and what was done to resolve the issue.
This is important information to include because the bug could have been fixed by the
installation or upgrade of a third-party program (such as TaxWare or an antivirus
program). Or the bug could have been caused by a bug in such a third-party application.
In this instance, the client has to resolve the issue with the third-party software
company.
Known Issues
Known issues are bugs in the software that the company knows exist when the software
is packaged. The typical reason for known issues is a time restriction. If the release date
is quickly approaching and the software developers do not have time to fix a bug that
was unveiled during testing, the software may get released with the bug. If the bug is
critical and detrimental to the software, the project manager’s best interest is to delay
the release in order to fix the bug. Nonetheless, in a realistic setting, a bug could exist in
the new release.
Even though a Known Issues section could make the software look faulty, this section is
beneficial for two primary reasons:
1. Provides the client with issues that may or may not impact its system.
2. Gives the software company great credibility. The client appreciates being
forewarned of existing bugs .
Verify that a Known Issue in one release becomes a Resolved Issue in the next. A client
who frequently upgrades to the latest software release wants to see the known issue
fixed before upgrading to the next release. This information in turn builds trust,
confidence, and a positive rapport between the client and the software development
company.
Figure 8 is an example of release notes for the 5.0 release of cMat™. It contains the
sections that are applicable to the release: New Features, Enhancements, and Resolved
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Issues. Elements listed as Resolved Issues were either Known Issues in the previous
release or were bugs reported by clients with the previous release.
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Figure 8 - Release Notes Example
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Product Descriptions
Product descriptions are among the shortest and the most condensed documents a
technical writer creates. However, a brief document does not mean one that is easy to
write. Product descriptions provide a high-level overview of the product and often
contain a list of features and flow diagrams of the product’s process (and purpose).
The purpose of product descriptions is to provide potential clients with enough
information to make an informative decision of whether or not to purchase the
software based on how the product fits into its business needs. Sales and marketing
departments often leverage the content from product descriptions in their
presentations to clients.

The Audience
The primary audience of product descriptions is potential clients. When learning about a
product and evaluating if or how the target company will benefit from purchasing and
utilizing the product, a high-level overview is the best place to start. If the client wishes
to learn more about the product, other documents are available. If, after reading the
product description, the client realizes that the product is not a good fit, the client has
only read one or maybe two pages and has not lost a sufficient amount of time in a busy
day.
The secondary audience is internal. As previously mentioned the sales and marketing
departments can learn about the product through the brief product description and
utilize the document in meetings with potential clients. In addition, new employees of
the software development company use the product description to learn about the
product.

The Scope
Do not focus on details when writing product descriptions. The readers only need to
obtain the general overview of the product and to learn how the product fits within the
toolset.
Product descriptions can be divided into the following sections:
Overview
Features
Diagrams
Overview
Describe the product in less than five sentences. If you are unable to do this, then
chances are you do not know enough about the product to accurately write a product
description. As mentioned before, the reader wants a fast read so a decision can be
made quickly about whether the product is useful to the company. In addition, include
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how the product is used with other products maintained by the company and/or with
third-party software programs. Convey if the product is dependent on other products or
if the product can function alone.
Features
When writing the Feature section of a product description, use action verbs and state
the primary features or functions of the product. This information is most readable if
conveyed in a list format. This format enables users to skim the list in an expedited
fashion. Each entry in the Features section is one sentence, two at the most. Details
about the features are included in another manual, most likely, the user manual.
With many companies using their products to compete for the same market, such as
Apple and Dell in computer manufacturing, ensure that all features that make the
product superior to a competitor’s are listed.
Diagrams
Diagrams are always useful to visually represent the product. Screen shots of the actual
product are not included in a product description; they are too specific and are beyond
the narrow scope of this document type. A flow chart can be included to illustrate how
the product fits within a toolset. Or, if the primary feature of the product includes many
steps, a flow diagram can be included in the product description to represent the path.
A workflow diagram of the “big picture” of a product is invaluable for usability. The
diagram can include what the product accomplishes or the void it fills, how the target
audience uses it, and how data are pushed through.
Figure 9 is an example of the product overview for the 5.0 release of cMat™. From
release to release, the only changes made to a product overview are likely to be the
addition of a few bullet points to the Features section.
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Figure 9 – Product Description Example
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Helpful Hints When Writing Product Descriptions
Be brief. Users read the product description to gain a quick overview
of the product. If they want to learn more, additional documentation
is readily available.
Use bulleted lists when outlining features.
Try to keep the document to one page; additional pages are okay if
diagrams are included.
Remember – product descriptions are for semi-technical and
non-technical audiences, so do not include too much technical
information.

Training Manuals
Training manuals are designed to teach a reader how to use the software by completing
real-world, hands-on examples. Training manuals evaluate the reader’s knowledge of a
particular subject area.
The following are common uses of training manuals:
Recruitment training
New hire training
Teaching the product
Training manuals can also be used for recruitment training. In this situation, the manual
tests the user’s knowledge of a particular subject or skill. This process can then be used
as an evaluation to determine if the user is suitable for the job.
New hire training manuals are very common and useful for large companies. This type
of training manual not only teaches a new hire about his or her position within the
company, but it can include details on basic office and company information, such as
using the fax machine or where the gym is located.
Training manuals can also be used to document and to teach the audience about a
product. In this scenario, training materials are created for every applicable software
product. Not every product is complex enough to yield a training manual because the
concept and primary features can be fully explained and explored within a user manual.
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In such cases, a user manual perfectly suffices. Training manuals are exceptionally
beneficial because they can be executed during an instructor-led class or, for those who
learn best on their own, a self-guided reference tool. The latter is the most common use
of a training manual within a software development company and is therefore within
the scope of this textbook.
Training manuals are a very important deliverable in software development companies.
They provide the following benefits to the audience:
Review subject matter
Allow students to participate in the training class versus focusing on taking
notes
Serve as a reference document when access to a subject matter expert is
unattainable

The Audience
The audience of training manuals can vary, which is why determining the audience
before outlining the content of a training manual is imperative. The following is a list of
common audiences of training manuals:
Users of the software
Employees of the software company
For the purpose of this textbook, the goal of training manuals is to educate end users on
how to use a piece of software.
Once the purpose of the training manual is established, the audience is determined. The
audience greatly controls the level of information that is included in the training
manual. With software training manuals there is an expected level of knowledge the
users must have. There is always a broad range of skill levels within a single training
class, but the manual is written to cater to multiple audiences. For example, it is
common to assume that the students are familiar with basic navigation and terminology
of the framework, such as menu names, how to edit a record, and items on the toolbar.
Training manuals are written with the assumption that the user does not know
information specific to a product. For example, a Microsoft Word training class may
assume the user knows the function of the “Save” icon or how to rename a file, which
are basic Microsoft Office skills. This class may, however, not assume the user knows
how to create an index or generate a table in Microsoft Word.
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Training Adults
A concept of training that many technical writers and trainers fail to take into
consideration is that teaching adults is different than teaching children. Training
manuals for software products are most likely targeted towards adults. Even if
documenting children’s computer software, the program is unlikely complex enough to
yield a training manual, never mind the reality that the short attention span of children
is not suited for a software training class.
Adults are more independent-thinkers than children and key in on information relevant
to themselves. Malcolm Knowles, known as the “apostle of andragogy” (the philosophy
of adult learning processes) conducted extensive research on the educational theory of
teaching adults and determined the following five characteristics:
1. Adults have developed a self-concept that allows for the advancement of
independence.
2. Adults have personal experiences that influence how they interpret new
experiences and information and become learning resources.
3. Adults’ readiness to learn is connected to the task or information being acquired
and the need for such information.
4. Adults are more likely to learn the information they can put to immediate use
and are more problem-centered than subject-centered.
5. Adults have internal motivation to learn that can be based on a number of
wants and priorities including an interest in or a need to know the information.
(Kaplan 318).
Considering these points enables the technical writer to create a more concise training
manual. Do not include “busy work” or historical information into a training class
because adults are only interested in information that is pertinent to them and their job.
Students are not interested in how a feature used to work or why it was changed, only
how it currently works.

The Scope
The scope of a training manual is determined by the wants and needs of the targeted
audience. Analyze the expected and assumed knowledge level of the audience.
Training manuals are typically organized by exercises (smaller tasks) that build upon
each other to complete larger task. Since training manuals walk the reader through a
series of steps and functions, most of the information presented is procedural, which
enables the audience to learn more difficult and complex subjects or tasks progressively.
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Whatever the format is for each exercise, be consistent throughout the manual. The
following are common sections within a software training manual:
Overview
Intended Audience
Prerequisites
Objectives
Exercises
Overview
The Overview section welcomes the student to the training class. It provides a high-level
description of the product, toolset, and/or the software development company. This
section also instructs the reader on how to use the training manual. For example, a
training manual could be designed for individual, self-guided training or it could be
developed for instructor-led training.
State early in the training manual what is covered during training, i.e. the scope. What
will the students learn? What topics will be introduced? And equally as important, what
will not be covered during training? The Overview enables the audience to quickly
decide if this training manual will be beneficial and be helpful in order to accomplish the
targeted goal.
Intended Audience
The Intended Audience section briefly indicates who this training manual is designed
for. It includes the assumed skill level and the type of user (for example, technical or
business) who benefits the most from the training manual.
Prerequisites
The Prerequisites section outlines elements that are required or recommended to
complete before taking the training class or reading the training manual. Indicate what
is a required prerequisite and what is only a recommended prerequisite. If the training
class is designed around certain required prerequisites that students have not fulfilled,
the pace of the class will be much slower and the other students (who did fulfill the
requirements) will not benefit as greatly as they would otherwise. Students, just like
instructors, must be well prepared and qualified to participate in a training class.
Prerequisites may include the following:
Database and operating systems knowledge, e.g. SQL Server, Oracle, and
Microsoft Vista
Third-party applications knowledge or skill level, e.g. MS Excel or SAP
A prequel training class
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Objectives
Developing training objectives is highly important, not only for the student, but for the
instructor as well. Meeting objectives determines the overall success of a training class.
Objectives provide the student with goals and a list of accomplishments to complete
within the duration of the training class. In addition, objectives provide a sense of
certification – a list of topics and tasks that the student is now certified to complete.
Mary Ellen Lepionka, founder of Atlantic Path Publishing and author of numerous higher
education writing books and articles, categorizes objectives according to their
description and provides sample action verbs that lead objectives. The Table 2
summarizes Lepionka’s theory (Lepionka 56):
Objective
Category
Knowledge

Description

Comprehension

Understanding concepts and information.

Application

Using information and abstractions to solve
problems. Applying the concepts to other
situations.

Analysis

Recognizing main points, drawing conclusions,
understanding relationships.

Remembering or recalling information

Example Action Verbs
Define
Describe
List
Itemize
Name
State
Explain
Predict
Translate
Infer
Exemplify
Interpret
Extrapolate
Hypothesize
Compute
Apply
Solve
Prove
Calculate
Illustrate
Show
Manipulate
Manage
Decide
Compare
Contrast
Identify
Analyze
Trace
Relate
Organize
Outline
Distinguish
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Objective
Category
Synthesize

Description

Evaluate

Understanding values and judging against
standards

Being innovative and spontaneously creating
something new.

Example Action Verbs
Design
Draw
Create
Express
Build
Assess
Evaluate
Rate
Judge
Determine
Accept
Reject
Recommend

Table 2 – Summary of Lepionka’s Theory on Writing Objectives

When writing objectives lead with a present tense action. Writing in this tense provides
a sense of confidence to the audience and is a clear way to set firm goals. If the purpose
of the training class is to evaluate the knowledge of students in addition to teaching
students new concepts, objectives can be used as grading system.
Figure 10 is an example of the Overview section of the cMat™ version 5.0 Training
Manual. Notice how the intended audience is stated and how all the information is
presented to the audience in a clear format.
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Figure 10 – Overview Section of a Training Manual Example
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Exercises
The exercises are the most important elements to a training manual. They are designed
to walk the students through core functions and features of the software program.
Instead of having one large, continuous exercise, divide larger functions into smaller
exercises. A training class with many exercises or modules provides mini-milestones for
the students to achieve. Completing several milestones within a training class instills a
sense of completion and boosts the students’ confidence about learning new
information. While there are many ways to organize the exercises within a training
manual, exercises are the most beneficial when they serve as building blocks versus
when they are independent from each other because building blocks require the
audience to complete one task before beginning another.
Within each individual exercise, there are various sections or types of information to
include. The following are recommended sections to include within each exercise of the
training manual:
Overview – Provides a brief explanation of why the exercise is important. Does
it demonstrate how to implement a specific feature? If so, what does the
feature do? Does the exercise outline how to accomplish a certain task? If so,
why is the task important? If applicable, discuss how the exercise ties in with the
training class on a whole.
Purpose – Outlines the significance of the exercise. While objectives for the
entire training manual are stated, include the purpose of the specific exercise.
What is the goal of the exercise? What will the student accomplish?
Pre-Test – Navigates the user through the exercise before the purpose is
completed. This section provides the student with the “before” understanding.
Implement – Outlines specific step-by-step instructions on how to execute the
exercise.
Review – Navigates the user through the exercise after the purpose has been
achieved. This section provides the student with the “after” understanding.
Figure 11 is an example of an Exercise section of a training manual. Notice that while
there is not a heading for each section, all relative information is included. The first line
of the exercise, “Persistent Insert is a feature … entered and saved” is the exercise
overview but is presented in a less-formal format. The steps are clear and direct, which
enable the users to follow along as they read the exercise while performing the task in
the software.
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Figure 11 – Training Manual Exercise Example

The Instructor’s Manual
Some instructors of a training class prefer to have a version of the training manual that
is targeted towards the individual leading the class. Such a manual is referred to as the
Instructor’s Manual. This manual is identical to the student’s version, but includes
prompts, talking points, and areas that always cause issues for students.

Helpful Hints When Writing Training Manuals
Know the audience. If the exercises are too advanced or too basic for
the audience, they will not be beneficial.
Determine early on in the writing process what the training manual will
and will not cover.
Determine an example or a case study that will be the common theme
throughout the manual.
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Quick Reference Guides
Quick reference guides are an abridged version of a manual, often a mere fraction of the
length of the original. They are often no more than two pages: one double-sided sheet
of paper. The purpose of this document type is to provide users who are knowledgeable
enough about the topic with a brief document that spares many details.
The goal of writing a quick reference guide is not to cut words out to make a shorter
manual, but instead to compress the manual, removing details that can be spared
(Johnson, “Quick Reference Guides: The Poetry of Technical Writing”).
While writing a shorter document may seem like a far easier task than writing a
complete manual, it is not always the case. Mastering the quick reference guide takes a
lot of concise writing practice.
There are many uses of quick guides:
Supplement a user manual. If the software program is easy to use and has only
a few features, a quick reference guide can be used as the abridged version of a
user manual (sacrificing some details, of course).
Itemize core tasks. If a product caters to many audiences, and therefore
includes a lot of features that may not be relevant to all audiences, a quick
reference guide could include all the core tasks (i.e. tasks performed by all or
most of the audiences). Or, several core tasks can be created for a single quick
reference guide but cater to specific audiences.
Replace large documents. Readers are often overwhelmed by large documents.
Consider making several quick reference guides to replace a single large
document.
The purpose of this document type is to satisfy advanced users who do not need many
details in order to perform the function.
Figure 12 demonstrates a practical use of a quick reference guide. In this example, one
core task, creating a request, is documented on a high level in a one-page document. If
the user requires additional details or information, the Additional Resources section
suggests full-length documents.
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Figure 12 – Quick Reference Guide Example
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The Audience
The audience of quick reference guides is narrow – these documents are not for every
user. The primary audience is the advanced user of the software. If this user is
knowledgeable and skilled with the software program, the standard user manual may
contain too much information and details for an advanced user. Too much time is spent
thumbing through the 50-page document when all the advanced user really wants to
know is a basic function that involves five or six steps (Johnson, “Quick Reference
Guides: The Poetry of Technical Writing”).
The secondary audience is users who do not care to read or know all the details of the
software. Many software end users learn best when they can click through the program
and learn the functionality themselves. But even the best clickers get stuck from time to
time. The quick reference guide may burn their pride, but will help them in the long run.

The Scope
Determining the scope of a quick reference guide can easily become one of the most
difficult tasks in the writing process. Because the document length is two pages or less,
focusing on what not to include may be an easier task than determining what to include.
If starting from a blank document, the best plan of attack is to write more than you
anticipate including in the final product. If starting from an existing manual, begin by
removing all irrelevant and detailed information. Then, think about what information is
essential and what can be included in either another quick reference guide or perhaps a
full-length manual.
The scope for a single quick reference guide is core tasks. If the quick reference guide is
for an entire software program, write about the core features and functions of the
product at a high level. If the quick reference guide is for a specific feature or function,
limit the scope to only that core task.
If space allows, include a list of resources where more information can be obtained,
such as the full-length user manual or another quick reference guide.
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Helpful Hints When Writing Quick Reference Guides
Be aware of space and layout. Since the goal is to fit information into
less than two pages, space is precious. Do not be wasteful.
Distinguish between essential tasks and information, and
non-essential tasks and information.
Understand that a quick reference guide is not the solution for all
documentation projects.
Teach in five minutes with a quick refernce guide what would take
fifty minutes to teach in a full-length user manual.

Chapter Summary
The following key points have been covered in this chapter:
The basic deliverables of technical writers working for a computer software
company are user manuals, product descriptions, release notes, training
manuals, and quick reference guides.
The primary goal of any technical writing deliverable is to communicate to
the intended audience.
Each deliverable has a distinct scope and intended audience that must be
analyzed by the writer before drafting.
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Chapter 5: Technical Writing Process
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Chapter Objectives
The following are objectives of this chapter:
To evaluate the similarities and differences between technical and
creative/academic writing.
To understand the primary phases of the writing process for technical
documents.
To comprehend the basic elements of planning a document.
To evaluate the essential elements of achieving a clear focus.
To direct a document towards multiple audiences.
To know when to apply the different levels of editing as well as the
importance of each one.
To understand the invaluable importance of document testing.
To explain how to increase the usability of a document.
To recognize the various ways to produce a document.

Overview of the Writing Process
Let us start by covering the basics: What is a “writing process”? A writing process is the
stages a writer progresses through to generate a document (in its most simple
definition). Since many technical writers stem from technical backgrounds versus writing
backgrounds, the writing process (which is taught within writing programs) is often
over-looked or even unknown to the writers. The writing process varies from writer to
writer and even from project to project. The writing process for technical writing is
similar to – but at the same time greatly differs from – the academic or creative writing
processes.
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Technical versus Academic or Creating Writing Process
The main similarity between the two classifications of processes is that both are
(arguably) circular processes rather than linear. Both processes emcompass prewriting,
drafting, revising, and editing, and each phase is revisited throughout the cycle, thus
making the writing process circular.
While the basic steps of the academic writing process are embedded within the
tehcnical writing process, there are vast differences the writing processes for these
generes of writing that are shaped by the writing environment, writing mechanics, and
writing style.
Time Constraints
While technical, academic, and creative writing often have deadlines, technical writing
must frequently be written quickly and efficiently with little notice. Deadlines impact
how to plan a document and how much time is allotted for each phase of the writing
process. During a tight deadline, stages must be combined and performed in tandem,
specifically editing and revising. With a time constraint, there is often very little room
for editing, so this phase must be performed while drafting.
Planning
Other key differences between the various disciplines of writing are planning and
brainstorming. Many creative and academic writers compose at their leisure. Research
is often conducted, but the most time-saturated phases of the academic writing process
are composing and editing. While composing a technical piece, research is conducted
throughout the entire writing process.
Collaboration
A primary difference between the technical writing and the creative or the academic
writing processes is often the need for collaboration. Creative writers often view
collaboration as stealing ownership of the written piece. If the opinions and thoughts of
outside writers are used or taken into consideration while composing, creative writers
are reluctant to see the piece as solely theirs. Some writers in an academic setting, such
as scholars, often collaborate. However, depending on the nature of the piece, many
choose to work alone. Technical writers usually do not enter a writing process with this
frame of mind. Collaboration, not only among other writers but with developers and
with the product manager as well, is absolutely essential for the accuracy, clarity, and
credibility of the final product.
Typically, technical writers are not the subject matter experts on the topic on which
they are writing, but they have to sound like they have a wealth of knowledge.
Collaboration may often take effect during the planning, revising, or editing stages of
the writing process. Subject matter experts (often the developer, product manager, or
quality assurance tester) are called upon to verify the content is accurate.
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The Technical Writing Process
Like the creative or academic writing processes, the process of technical writing is
circular, rather than linear (arguably speaking). However, unlike the academic writing
process, the technical writing process usually includes many people and consists of
more collaborative phases. As previously mentioned, technical writers more often than
not lack expert knowledge about the subject about which they are writing, nor are
technical writers necessarily editors. Therefore, the process for technical writing can be
far more convoluted, complex, and involve more individuals than that of creative or
academic writing.
This writing process can be broken down into four main phases:
1. Plan – Involves great research and formulation of an outline.
2. Draft – Creates the rough draft, which is often the most collaborative phase.
3. Revise and Edit – Pays attention to the style, organization, and simplicity of the
writing.
4. Production – Finalizes the “look and feel” of a document and packages it for
delivery.
These steps often overlap and vary in time consumption and intricacy, depending on the
writing assignment. For example, due to the nature of a training manual, a great deal of
emphasis is placed on the Revise and Edit phase because there is so much detail that
has to be perfect. Each step of every exercise has to precisely coincide with the software
in order for students to grasp the concept and not to be confused while learning new
material. However, while some phases are more elaborate and occur more frequently
throughout the composing process, all phases are essential to produce a successful and
complete product.
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A Model for the Writing Process
The writing process is highly theorized in various ways, and, therefore, there is no one
model that represents the writing process. Figure 13 provides a diagram of a model for
the writing process.

Product 1
Plan

Production

Product 4

Process
Process

Revise
& Edit

Product 2

Draft

Product 3
Figure 13 – A Model for the Writing Process

As previously discussed, the writing process is non-linear. The process is a continuous
cycle that does not have an ending point, just as there is not an ending point to a circle.
A document can be finished and published; however, it will be updated for the next
software release to contain the current functionality. The product is not one ultimate
end result, but instead can be viewed as multiple milestones within the process. The
overall progression of the writing process is circular and flows through each phase. In
this writing model, the straight lines represent the overall progression of the writing
process that moves between each milestone (also known as the “product”) and each
phase. Notice how the Production phase links back to Plan. The Production phase links
to the Plan phase because a piece of technical writing is never finished. Documentation
continuously changes as new versions of software are released. The dotted lines signify
the cross reference and collaboration within the writing process.
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Plan
The best piece of advice for any technical writer is to think before writing. As trivial as it
sounds, take a moment, before applying pen to paper, to think about what the piece will
entail. This simple task is often hard with deadlines quickly approaching, but as in any
process, haste makes waste.
Planning a document includes defining the purpose, analyzing the audience, and
defining the scope. The goal of a technical document is to communicate information to
the reader. Therefore, the success of a document is measured by how well the audience
is able to extract information from the document. The document must be easy to read,
easy to understand, and easy to follow correctly. The intended audience is reading a
document to quickly learn the information in order to perform a function, such as how
to use the software or to decide whether or not to purchase the software.
When creating a deliverable, the most important element is determining the focus. The
focus is achived by defining the purpose, the audience, and the scope. If these elements
are not determined during the planning phase of the writing process the deliverable will
not have a definitive direction. With a deadline quickly approaching, writers often run
before they walk and, consequently, hit a wall part way though the writing process.
Having a clear focus before composing makes the writing process streamlined.

Define Purpose
The purpose of a document must be one of the first elements to consider when
planning a deliverable – what do you want the audience to do with the document? Is
the document to persuade the audience, or perhaps to instruct? If a clear purpose is not
defined, there is no direction or goal of the document.
For example, the purpose of a product description is to persuade a potential client to
buy the software program, while release notes is intended to persuade an existing client
to upgrade to the latest version of the program. User manuals and training manuals are
designed to instruct the audience by walking the users, step-by-step, through functions
and tasks. The ultimate purpose of a document is to communicate information to the
targeted audience.
The purpose of a document also determines how the end product is formatted. Since
release notes persuade the intended audience, bullet points and short descriptions are
often used to enable the audience to read the document quickly in order to make an
informed decision. Training manuals, however, are designed to instruct and be used as
reference materials. Therefore, they include a great amount of detail with enumerated
steps to navigate the user through a function or a task.
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Audience Analysis
If you do not know for whom you are writing, how and where do you begin? A
deliverable is written to cater to a specific audience. Defining the audience is especially
important when writing for a software company due to the wide range of audiences and
skill levels. The usability and organization of a document is determined by how well it
reaches the needs of the target audience.
The typical audiences of documents created for a software development company
include the following:
Clients
Potential clients
Developers
Sales and marketing departments
Do not start planning a document without knowing the audience. If the audience is
unknown or unclear during the planning phase of the writing process, assume the
audience has no prior knowledge of the topic. If many details are included in the
document and then it is discovered that the audience is highly technical, removing
content is not a huge effort. If the opposite is true, where not enough detail is included
and the audience turns out to be non-technical, adding additional content is a much
harder task. Always underestimate how much the audience knows.
Determine Technical Level
With a wide range of audiences comes an equally wide range of experience, knowledge,
and technical backgrounds. Most of the deliverables outlined in this textbook are
developed for semi-technical to non-technical audiences. Assume the audience has no
or very little experience with the topic. Therefore, a lot of details, definitions, and
explanations are included. Software documentation geared towards a technical
audience tends to use more jargon and fewer descriptions, and it assumes the audience
has a high level of knowledge of the product. Very little documentation produced by
technical writers in the IT industry is targeted towards technical audiences. Technical
Writers are usually hired to produce documentation for clients because unlike
documentation for technical audiences (i.e. developers), end user documentation is a
profitable deliverable.
The Table 3 provides a high-level overview of the technical knowledge levels of the
audience types. Details are provided in subsequent sections.
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Technical Level
of Audience
Technical

Description

Semi-technical

Some experience with
the product. An
intermediate user.

Non-technical

No experience with the
product and may not
have previous
knowledge of the
concepts. A novice
user.

Very experienced with
the product and
technical concepts. An
advanced user.

Users
Developers
System
Administrators
Quality Assurance
Testers
Existing clients
Sales Department
Developers

Potential clients
Sales Department
New employees

Writing Style
Lacks descriptions
and definitions.
Omits step-by-step
instructions
Contains facts and
figures.
Explanations and
definitions are
included, but brief.
Contains lots of
definitions, stepby-step
instructions, and
details.
Assumes the
audience has no
prior knowledge
on the topic.

Table 3 – Technical Levels of Audience

Technical
Audiences with great knowledge of the software are considered technical. In the
computer software industry, technical audiences can be developers (not just of the
product being documented, but any developer), individuals who install, implement, or
support the software (often consultants), or clients who are experienced with the
product. For this audience, use technical jargon, acronyms, and abbreviations.
Documents written for a technical audience contain facts and figures. Since this
audience is very familiar with the product, there is no need for a lot of details and
definitions.
The ultimate goal of any document is to convey information to the audience so the
desired knowledge can be quickly obtained in order to complete the task at hand. If a
technical audience is overwhelmed with definitions and thorough explanations, the
reader becomes annoyed and frustrated with the document, which lowers the
document’s usability.
Semi-technical
A semi-technical audience has some experience with the product, but not as much as a
technical audience. Documents written for semi-technical audiences contain facts and
figures that are explained with little detail.
Sales and marketing departments and existing clients are semi-technical audiences,
depending on an individual’s experience with the company and with the technical
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concepts (since not all salesmen of computer software actually have a technical
background).
When writing for a semi-technical audience, minimize the use of corporate or software
jargon and spell out acronyms and abbreviations.
Non-technical
Non-technical audiences, such as new or potential clients, are not familiar with the
product. Therefore, documents written for this class of audiences require facts and
figures to contain many details and explanations. Details are outlined in the simplest
terms without using corporate or software development jargon. The layperson is
dependent on the technical writer to “translate” information provided by the developer
(a technical audience) so content is comprehendible. Information must be presented in
simple and digestible terms. A non-technical audience easily becomes frustrated if the
information is only understood and digested after reading the document several times.
There is no such thing as too much information or too many details for non-technical
audiences.
When writing for a non-technical audience, do not use jargon and spell out all acronyms
and abbreviations. Always remember that non-technical audiences are not familiar with
the program or possibly the company, so write simply, yet be descriptive and clear. If
highly technical terms are unavoidable, provide the non-technical audience with a clear
definition. This practice prevents the terminology from delaying the audience in reading
the document.
A non-technical audience is often the most difficult to write for. The more you know
about a product, the more you assume the audience knows, and you forget how much
knowledge you have acquired. Take a step back and remind yourself how little this
audience knows about the software program.
Writing for Multiple Audiences
When producing a deliverable, the ideal situation is to have a single audience compiled
of individuals with the same technical background and knowledge of the product.
Rarely is this the case. Even within an audience class, such as clients, there are various
ranges of technical abilities. Be prepared to write individual documents targeted
towards multiple audiences as well as different technical levels. To help determine
which audience to focus the document towards, decide which is the primary audience
and which is the secondary audience.
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Primary Audience – The primary audience is the target reader, is
often decision maker, and is audience who requested to read the
document.
Secondary Audience – The secondary audience may come in contact
with the document, but is not the intended audience.

For example, the audiences of release notes are generally the sales department of the
software company and the clients looking to upgrade to the most recent version of the
software. The sales department is often a non-technical audience because members of
this department are more familiar with the bigger picture of the software than
individual functions. Clients looking to upgrade, however, are often a semi-technical
audience because they have been using the software and they know what elements in
the release notes help decide if upgrading is beneficial to their business’ needs. In this
scenario, the client is the primary audience and the sales department is the secondary
audience.
As a rule of thumb, when the document is short (less than two pages), tailor it to both
the primary and the secondary audiences. If the document is long (more than two
pages), tailor it to the primary audience and include sections for the secondary
audience, such as appendices. Writing for multiple audiences is a big enough challenge;
narrowing the audience for shorter documents facilitates the process.

Define Scope
The scope is the amount of detail and information included in a document. Defining
boundaries of the scope enables you to decide what information to include in the
document and, equally as important, what information to exclude.
How much information does your audience need to know? The purpose and audience of
the document greatly influence the scope. If the purpose of the document is to
persuade the audience, then instructional steps are out of scope. Or, if the audience is
technical, providing a glossary of terms and definitions is too much detail and
unnecessary information for the audience.

Research
Conduct research to learn the product. The goal of researching is to learn every function
applicable to the end user, such as the main features, the purpose of each page, and the
use of each field.
Keep in mind that the research process usually continues throughout the writing
process. As you become more familiar with the product and you are deep into the
drafting phase, additional questions to ask the developer may surface.
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Sources
Recognize available and relevant resources before researching information on the
product. Existing documentation, developers, and the product itself are often the most
valuable resources when documenting the product (Bremer 111).
Using a variety of sources is important because one source never provides you with all
the information to document a product accurately.
Existing Documentation
Existing documentation is a great place to start the research process. Leveraging the
work completed by others reduces your time spent on researching and drafting and in
turn, expedites the writing process. The first step to researching is to find any existing
documentation: technical specifications, marketing material, proposals, or
presentations.
A specification document is like the proposal of the product – it justifies the need for the
product, indicates how it fits into the toolset (if it is part of a toolset) or why it can stand
alone as a separate product, walks through each page (of the prototype), and provides a
high-level description of the product’s primary features. Specification documents can be
very useful when learning about a new product, but since they are created during the
design phase of the product, these documents do not always contain much detail. Also,
be wary that these documents are subject to change throughout the software
development process.
Stay in contact with the marketing department because you both write about the
product to the same audience. If the marketing department has produced literature by
the time you begin documenting the product, it could be very useful, especially when
writing a product description.
Marketing material is written very differently than product documentation. Be aware
that you may not be able to use verbatim what the marketing department provides,
since these deliverables often have a marketing spin to the prose.
Developers
Interview developers to learn about a product. If a specification document (or any other
documentation) is not available, conduct a preliminary interview to learn the basic
information about the product. Interviews can either be conducted in person or via
email – whichever works best for the writer and for the developer.
Working with developers can be a challenge. It is not an uncommon mentality of a
developer to assign a low priority to documentation. Some developers provide technical
writers with minimal information on the product because they do not have the time or
the patience to document the product while developing. Other developers create
specification documents for the product that contain highly detailed information. Susan
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Wu, a working technical writer in Shanghai, comments on her experience as a technical
writer while working with various developers: “we just have to dig through all the
jargon, look for and add missing content, and stitch the pieces together. It’s like working
on a 10,000 piece jigsaw puzzle without a clue what the final picture looks like” (Wu).
Therefore, it is almost necessary to utilize other researching methods in addition to
developers.
Program
The software program itself is a very beneficial source of information that technical
writers do not always think to utilize. As a technical writer, you can act as the end user
while you teach yourself the product. Learn each feature and take note of what pages
you naturally go to first. You are able to view the product with a fresh set of eyes, just
like the users for whom you are writing.
While you navigate through the product, take notes. Observe where you go first and try
to figure out the overall picture and the purpose of the product. Write a list of questions
you have for the developer, such as field name definitions and any part of the product
that you do not understand. Chances are if you have questions, the end user will have
the same questions. Remember to incorporate your findings in the documentation.
As a fresh set of eyes, you may also be able to identify errors in the program. Look out
for functionality that does not work as you imagined it would. The errors may either be
a mistake on the developer’s behalf, or they may mean that the program is not as
intuitive as the developer (or you) imagined (Bremer 114).
Technical writers are detail oriented by nature. Be on the lookout for inconsistencies in
field names, page names, buttons, etc. As in documentation, if the same field is
referenced by two different names, the end user assumes the field has different
functions.

Draft
Write an outline of the document before beginning the drafting phase. The more
detailed an outline is, the easier the draft is to write. Bear in mind that the draft is a
rough draft, where revisions and edits are expected and required. When writing the
rough draft, do not stop to edit. The goal of producing the first draft is to get all
thoughts on paper. Having spelling mistakes and writing in incomplete sentences is
okay. Stopping to edit is not okay if doing so impedes the drafting process.

Writing the First Draft
When composing the first draft, writers tend to start with the introduction and draft in a
methodical and progressive fashion that ends with the conclusion. When creating a
technical document, this plan may not be the most useful. Instead, try to write the
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easiest section first, i.e. what you have the most knowledge on and what words flow
naturally from mind to paper (or mind to computer). There is no rule that states
sections must be composed in the order they appear in the final product.
The theme of collaboration carries over from brainstorming, through outlining and into
drafting. Depending on the scope of the project, a “divide and conquer” mentality
surfaces where sections of the project are assigned to various project team members
and then reviewed by remaining team members. The benefit of working with a group of
writers is that each writer may have a different technical skill level or understanding of
the product. Therefore, writers often have different sections of the manual that they
prefer to write.

Working with Incomplete Sections
During the composition of the first draft, be aware that you may be dependent on other
team members to finish their work before you can complete yours. For example, you
may have to draft the introduction later in the writing process because the marketing
material you want to leverage is not finished. Alternatively, if development is not
complete, there may be additional pieces of functionality to include in the
documentation later. A good rule of thumb is to wait until the product is in the Quality
Assurance (QA) phase (where the product is tested to verify it functions properly) of
development before beginning to document. While there are no guarantees that
development ceases when the product is being tested, changes are usually kept to a
minimum after this phase.
When drafting, make notes in the document either to yourself or to other members of
your team. When working simultaneously on multiple projects, forgetting where you
had questions or where you need to develop ideas is an easy task.

Revise and Edit
Revising and editing can be viewed as two separate phases of the writing process, but
they can also be viewed as the same. In this textbook, the two phases are treated as
one. In a software development environment, the technical writer is commonly the
editor, too. While learning editing techniques is beyond the scope of this document,
recognizing the editing role in the writing process is important.

Revising
Revision is continuously performed throughout the entire technical writing process. If
possible, revisit the document several hours (or even days, if time permits) between
revisions. The amount of time spent revising a software document can be frustrating
and overwhelming. A product changes, even if only slightly, throughout the entire
development process. Even the renaming of a page or a field in the software could
produce changes in the document.
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Being aware of this continuous change can make the revision process easier so you are
not confounded when change occurs.
Document Cycle
Commonly known as a document cycle, collaborative revision is a powerful tool to
perfect the outcome of a final product. The document can be cycled through other
members of the project team or subject matter experts assigned to other projects. The
goal of a document cycle is to have numerous sets of eyes read the final product for
typing mistakes, clarity, content, accuracy, etc. A technical writer is likely to read the
document a dozen times, and each time may miss an obvious error that can be caught
by participating members of the document cycle. However, if the technical writer is also
the developer of the software, chances are the document is only read a few times. Read
thoroughly and carefully, and dedicate as much time as possible to perfect the
document.
The creation of release notes is an excellent example of how a document cycle
contributes to the success of a document. A developer often provides the content,
which is then standardized by the technical writer. The document is sent to the project
manager to confirm completeness of information. If elements – new features,
enhancements, resolved issues, etc. – are missing, the document is returned to the
developer so the elements can be added. Once the content is solidified, the writer edits
the document and sends it to the director of application development for approval.
Once approved by the director, the release notes is considered finished and can be
published.

Editing
Poor editing can lower the reader’s confidence; “editing reflects the quality of the
document as well as the quality of the product itself” (Corbin 287). Dedicate as much
time as you can to editing. There are two primary levels of editing: comprehensive
editing and copyediting.
Comprehensive Editing
Comprehensive editing is the first level of editing that verifies the document is usable, is
organized well, and is complete. The goal of comprehensive editing is to analyze the
document’s purpose, audience, and use, and to verify all relevant information is
included. This phase of editing is to review the document as a whole, not to review the
prose line-by-line.
When performing a comprehensive edit, consider the following:
Organization of each section and of the document as a whole
Flow of information between paragraphs and sections
Relevance of the content to the target audience
Completeness of information
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Accuracy of information
Copyediting
Copyediting, also referred to as line editing, reviews the structure and the integrity of
individual sentences. Once the content of the document is established (through
comprehensive editing), copyediting is conducted to examine the mechanics of the
prose.
Copyediting requires a lot of attention and is a time-consuming task. Allow ample time
to copyedit a document, including time to take breaks and to revisit the document at a
later date.
Create a style sheet to aid in copyediting. A style sheet defines abbreviations,
capitalizations, spellings, etc. specific to a particular document and verifies the writing
style is consistent throughout the document. Elements of writing used throughout all
documents (such as trademarks or the use of bold on terms used as terms) are outlined
in the company’s style guide.
The following is an example of a style sheet used to write the cMat™ 5.0 User Manual
(an excerpt of this manual is provided in Chapter 4: Deliverables).

Spelling, hyphenation, capitalization
Business Process ID
Business Unit
Collaborative Material
Maintenance
Finish role
Inspection Plans
Material Groups
Materials
Org Unit
Plans
Post role

Request
Review role
Role ID
Role Type
Sales Organization
Sales Organizations
Scenario ID
Search function
Task
UOM

Type Style
Role ID, Scenario ID, and Business Process ID names – bold and capitalize
SAP Insert Modes and SAP Update Modes – all capital letters
SAP table names – all capital letters
Role Type names – capitalize
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Mechanics
Mechanics of a document refer to correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation. Basic
writing mechanics and rules must be applied to any technical document. With any
literature, the reader quickly loses confidence in the document if mechanical mistakes
are discovered. If the reader cannot trust the writer to use correct grammar, why should
the writer be trusted with other areas of the document, such as to provide accurate
information?
When reviewing the mechanics of a document consider the following:
Pronoun agreement
Correct spelling and capitalization
Verb tense (avoiding future or past tense)
Complete sentences
Numerous short sentences instead of a few very long sentences
Accuracy
Accuracy of a document refers to the correctness of the information. This aspect of
copyediting is different from comprehensive editing because accuracy does not verify
that all information is accounted for. Instead, verifying accuracy in a document
examines content errors, such as the following:
Spelling and trademarks of product names
Version numbers
References to field names, button names, page names, etc.
Cross references to sections within a document
Links to external websites
Consistency in abbreviations, names, dates, etc.
Use of screen shots and illustrations
Steps in a tutorial
Completeness
Verifying the completeness of a document certifies that it is ready for production. This
stage of editing examines the completeness of visual and verbal components. When
examining the completeness of a document, verify the following:
Completeness of the parts of the document, including the title, date, table of
contents, and relevant sections
Formatted screenshots
Accurate headings
Correct numbering
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Document Testing
Always test the document before it is released. Testing is best performed right before
the software installation package is built to ensure no additional changes will be made
in the software. During software testing, page names, navigational steps, or field names
can often change (to fix issues discovered during testing).
The purpose of document testing is to verify the product and the document match
identically. Inaccurate tutorials in the document are discouraging and frustrating to an
end user and lower the usability of a document. While developers may review the
document in its final stages, they rarely follow the tutorials step-by-step to verify
accuracy. As the writer, march through each tutorial of the document, line-by-line, to
verify every step is complete.
To test a document, follow the steps in each tutorial as if you were the end user. Put
yourself in the shoes of someone with no or very little knowledge of the tool and
examine the following:
Tutorial steps are correct
Screenshots match the software
Text in the document matches screenshots
Content is clear and logical
Incorporating Users
If time allows and if the resources are available, have the intended audience participate
in the document testing process. The audience can comment and provide useful
feedback on the areas that are unclear, need more explanation, or are unnecessary.
From usability testing, you can learn what the audience needs and wants out of a
document. The more you know about the product, the more you assume the reader also
knows and, in turn, the less detail you may include in the document. Consulting the
target audience when writing a document can serve a helpful purpose of learning how
much or how little knowledge the user has on the product. The exact intended audience
may not be available. In such an instance, having a user with similar knowledge and skill
level test the document suffices.

Document Usability
Document usability refers to how easy or difficult it is for the reader to extract the
desired information from a document. This is an element of writing that many technical
writers overlook or do not consider. The document may be perfect in terms of its
mechanics and content. However, if it is not easy to use, the reader either does not read
the manual or spends more time searching for information than reading.
As the technical writer, you may have spent weeks composing a single document and,
therefore, you have become very familiar – possibly too familiar – with the content. In
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addition, if highly technical and experienced with the product, the writer can easily
forget how much he or she knows. Writers may become so familiar with the locations of
buttons and menus their view of the product can become distorted.
There are many ways to increase the usability of a document. When writing and editing,
consider the following:
Search
Scan
Clarity
Simplicity
Search
Rarely do users read a document from cover to cover. They reference a document for
information to complete a task and to spend as little time as possible reading and more
time doing. Increase the usability of a document by including helpful search
mechanisms, such as an index or a table of contents.
In order to make a document’s search useful, you must use terms familiar to the user.
Conducting a usability test can help you understand how to communicate with the
audience by learning the terms, jargon, and vocabulary used by the audience during the
test. It is also beneficial to research terms used by other software development
companies to find common industry standards.
Index
An index is located at the back of a document to cross reference key words with the
pages in the document in which they appear. Indexing a document is tedious, but a
completed index is highly useful to the end user. It is also a very familiar search tool to
most readers. When picking up a book or any reference material with a specific topic in
mind, readers often proceed directly to the back of the book to refer to the index
because they know how to use it as well as realize its usefulness. Indexes are a very
common, familiar, and useful means to search through a document.
When creating an index, put yourself in the shoes of the target audience. If new to the
product, what would you search for? Index broad topics, such as “security,” and specific
objects, such as field names.
Table of Contents
Since a table of contents is located at the beginning of a document, it is often the first
layer of search performed by the reader. The table of contents is generated based on
the document’s headings, so it is imperative to write useful and informative headings.
Consider the audience when writing headings. What information is the audience looking
for? What is important about the product that the audience needs to learn? Writing
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useful headings to generate the table of contents is a very important and useful practice
in order to increase the usability of the document.
Scan
Readers do not read – they scan. The readers may not know exactly what they are
looking for. Therefore, searching through the table of contents or referencing the index
may not be the most useful means to find information. Since users often scan through a
document, a writer can use various design tactics to draw the reader’s attention to
specific information. To help users scan a document, consider the following options:
Make use of headings and sub-headings to break up text.
Emphasize (by bolding, underlining, and/or italicizing) terms and definitions.
Avoid using blocks of text. Large paragraphs are not only discouraging to a
reader, but they lower the usability of the document because they are not easy
to scan.
Clarity
Clarity is one of the ultimate goals of technical writing. A reader wants to obtain
information from a technical document as quickly and effortlessly as possible. If a
document is not clearly written, the reader may spend more time deciphering and
understanding the information than digesting it in order to perform the task.
Simplicity
Simplicity is the golden rule of technical writing. While keeping ideas short and sweet, it
is important to acknowledge simplified versus simple-minded writing (Shelton 20). The
use of short and direct sentences promotes information retention. Using words of short
length (i.e. ones that have fewer syllables) is also helpful for the reader to understand
the content. The writer must maintain a healthy balance between undermining and
helpfully educating the reader. The reader’s focus is on digesting the content not
deciphering the language.
Audience
The audience greatly impacts the usability of a document. If the document contains too
much detail and explanation of terms, a technical audience will spend more time sifting
through the content to find the relevant information than reading the material. On the
other hand, if a document does not provide enough detail, a non-technical audience will
not understand the document enough to perform the task.
If the user must spend a lot of time reading and comprehending the material while
defining terms and jargon, the usability of the document is low.
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Production
In this textbook, production encompasses document design and the delivery of the final
product. Many software companies do not have resources dedicated to document
production, so the design and production responsibilities often fall on the shoulders of
the technical writer.

Document Design
An important element of technical writing is making the final product as aesthetically as
it is linguistically appealing. If a document is not visually appealing (too much block text,
unreadable font, etc.) a user may become discouraged and may not even read the
document. Writers must understand the context in which they are writing before design
choices can be made.
Document design greatly contributes to the overall success of a document. It can
increase usability and readability by providing a clean look to the page. After a series of
usability testing and research projects, Sharon and Steve Gerson, creditable educators
of technical communication, conclude “words are not only your concern. What you
write is important, but how it looks on the page is equally important” (Gerson 238).
Many technical writers are fluent in document design programs, such as InDesign and
Microsoft Publisher, to have the skill set to produce professional-looking documents
beyond the scope of word processing programs. But if the only available program is
Microsoft Word, for example, then make do with what you have. There are many great
features of Microsoft Word that aid in producing beautiful documentation layouts for
your company.
Style guides and specific document design concepts are beyond the scope of this
textbook. However, there are a few design elements to be aware of when drafting and
editing, such as the use white space, the importance of subject headings, and the use of
bulleted lists instead of paragraphs.
White Space
White space is often viewed as a negative design entity to a document. Technical
documentation is the perfect place to be generous with white space. Text is very
discouraging when there are many words on the page and the reader must exert great
focus to read and digest the content in order to extract useful information. Readers are
less overwhelmed when reading foreign subjects when text is separated by white space.
Subject Headings
Another design element to help the reader focus on the content is breaking text into
subject headings – much like how this textbook is organized. Not only do subject
headings break up the page to provide the audience with easier readability, but also the
headings enable readers to find the subject they are looking for. Rarely does an
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audience read the entire technical document; readers scan by subject heading to
identify useful information.
Lists versus Paragraphs
Use lists where possible to break up the page and provide the reader with another type
of text organization besides block text. If the organization of the text continuously
changes, readers are likely to remain engaged in the document because their eyes do
not become tired from reading as fast. Introduce some of these techniques whenever
possible to keep the reader focused. Using lists instead of a paragraph also increases the
usability and readability of the document because lists enable the reader to scan the
text for information.
A good rule of thumb is to use lists instead of stringing elements together within a
paragraph using commas. However, the over -use of lists can be counterproductive. Too
many lists can cause the text to seem like an outline instead of a finished product.

Producing the Document
Once the document is written, edited, and tested, it is packaged and delivered. There
are various ways to package a document, including the following:
Electronic – A document can be distributed electronically as a PDF file, for
example. Rarely is an editable file delivered to the audience in order to protect
the integrity of the document.
Print – A hard, tangible copy that is physically delivered with the software
installation CD.
Online – A copy of the document that is imbedded in the software.
The method used may be greatly controlled by resources available. Electronic
documentation (such as a PDF file) is far more cost effective than a printed document.
However, a printed document is more professional looking than a PDF file.
A technical writer’s involvement in the production of a document is usually kept to a
minimum. Most companies have a designer or production manager that produces the
final document. The technical writer’s primary responsibility in the production of a
document is to provide the designer with an electronic copy of the deliverable.
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Chapter Summary
The following key points have been covered in this chapter:
The primary differences between a technical and a creating/academic
writing process deal with time constraints, planning, and collaboration.
Planning, drafting, revising and editing, and producing are the primary
phases of the writing process for technical documents.
The basic elements of planning a document are defining the purpose,
analyzing the audience, defining the scope, and researching for content.
The purpose, audience, and scope of a deliverable are essential to a clear
and direct focus.
No document has only one audience – audiences vary and range in
technical skill levels and knowledge of the product.
Comprehensive editing verifies the usability, organization, and
completeness of a document while copy editing examines the
document’s mechanics and accuracy.
Document testing certifies the document and the product match
identically.
The qualities of documents that affect their usability are search, scan,
clarity, and simplicity.
Electronic, print, and online documentation are examples of how to
deliver a document to the intended audience.
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Appendix A – Deliverable
Checklists
User Manual
Determined audience(s)
Determine scope
Cover page
Document title
Product
Software and framework version
Date
Company address
Table of Contents
Overview
High-level description of the product
Prerequisite information
Explanation of how the product fits within a toolset
Additional resources
Getting started with all configuration steps
Tutorials
Provide a brief overview of the tutorial
Use a “To” line to introduce the tutorial
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Number steps
Place steps in chronological order
Describe each object exactly as it appears in the software
Include relevant screenshots
Begin each step with a present tense verb
Include one step per line
Reference
Menus, sub-menus, and menu options
Buttons and/or icons on the toolbar
Pages with description of function and purpose
Controls (buttons, fields, icons, etc.)
Appendices
Index
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Release Notes
Title
Product name
Product version
Previous product version
Dependent products with required versions
Consult with marketing department for existing material
New Features
Name of new object (field, functionality, page, menu, etc)
Justification for the new feature
Enhancements
Name of enhanced feature
Justification for enhancement
Resolved Issues
Name of the resolved issue
Solution to the issue
Known issues from previous release
Known Issue
Details of why the issue exists
Severity of issue
Work around (if applicable/existing)
When the issue will be fixed
Optional sections
Installation
System Requirements
Frequently Asked Questions
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Product Descriptions
Title
Product name
Product version
Overview

Brief description of the product
How product fits into toolset (if applicable)
Statement that the product stands alone (if applicable)
Features
Use action verbs
One entry per line
List primary features of the product
Do not use too much detail
Diagrams
Flow diagram outlining high-level process
Diagram of how the product fits into a toolset (if applicable)
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Training Manuals
Determined audience(s)
Determine Scope
Cover page
Document title
Product
Software and framework version
Date
Company address
Table of Contents
Overview
High-level description of the product
Prerequisite information
Explanation of how the product fits within a toolset
Purpose of training manual
Intended Audience
Targeted reader
Assumed skill/technical level
Prerequisites
Required prerequisites for the class
Recommended prerequisites for the class
Objectives
Listed goals of the training class
Lead with present tense verb
Exercises
Determine the “big picture”
Set mini-milestones
Provide an overview and purpose of each exercise
Pre-test for each exercise
Implementation of each exercise
Test of each exercise
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Quick Reference Guide
Fits to two pages
Written for an advanced or technical audience
Where to read more information
Outlines a single core task
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